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Littlejohn wins presidential post
by Jeff Mansager

week's election.
Littlejohn's 606 votes were

Assistant news editor

The election results are in.
Stude nt Government will
have a new image as the two
executive positions will be
filled by two students with little
Student
Government
experience.
Junior William Littlejohn
was elected president · and
junior Jeff Anderson was
elected vice president in last

all issues, and he will be a voice
for all students, not just a few

campaign harder, · but to
campaign smarter," Littlejohn

Editor's note
This is the last

issue of University
more than double his nearest students.
said.
Chronicle for
competitor, senior Robert
"My main goal a~ far as on
In the vice-presidential race,
Swanson, who got 261 votes.
campus is what can we as the numbers were much closer.
spring quarter.
"I'm very overwhelmed," students do to bring about Anderson defeated junior
Littlejohn said. "I'm very proud change," Littlejohn said. "I let Robert Stromberg by three
Friday's paper will
of the fact that a lot of people the students know it's not me, votes, 279-276.
be ·the annual
voted for me."
but us."
Anderson said the fact that
parody issue.
Littlejohn,
who briefly
Littlejohn 's
campaign only three votes separated the
served in Student Government strategy was to let the students two candidates shows the
early this year, said as know he will involve them in importance of all of the votes.
Publication will
president, he plans to represent the decisions, he said.
·"rm shocked," he said.
resume June 19.
and refle~c_,_,h_e_st_u_de_n_tb_od_y_o"_ _"_I_m~•-d_e_;,_a_po_;"_'_"_o,_,o_ _ _ _s~ee Election/Page 6 ' - - - - - - - - - - '

Resolutions
change SCS
calendar, fees

Committee plans
strategic future

Greek starlet

by Michael R. Koehler
Editor

by Jeff Mansager
Assistant news editor

A new course is being plotted for SCS.
The Strategic Planning Committee held its first
Student Government passed fee
. meeting May 1 to detennine a vision for the future of
policies for next ,year, and the members
the university.
passed a resolution from the Academic
President Bruce Grube spelled out the goals of the
Affairs Committee which supports
strategic planning process in a letter to the university
either a J-term or a reduced winter
community.
break on the 1998-99 proposed
''The ultimate result of strategic planning is the
semester calendar, during Thursday's
articulation of a clear vision for the future. At St.
meeting.
Cloud State University, the cumulative effects of
The semester. resolution resulted from
statewide reorganization, declining enrollment and
the meeting two weeks ago· when
low and declining per-student funding create an
Student
Government
members
unusual and severe necessity for strategic planning,"
recommended the Academic Affairs
Grube said in the letter.
·
Committee come up with something in
Faculty, administrators, support staff, technical
response to the proposed calendar.
staff, managers and students. comprise the Strategic
The resolution states Student
Planning Committee. Lora Robinson, associate
Gov.emment does ~ot endorse the
professor of business computer information systems,
proposed Faculty Association semester
was elected chairwoman of the Strategic Planning
calendar. Student Government supports
Committee. Bill Tschida, personnel director, and
the start and end dates of fall semester,
Karen Schmid, assistant dean of the College of
but does not support the proposed fiveSocial Sciences, will serve as committee staff
week b~ak after fall quarter.
members.
Student Government either supports a
After the first meeting of the committee, Robinson
J-term or a shorter break for the
said the committee is looking at a three-pronged
semester calendar.
approach to complete their task. The first will be
Jacqui Sene, Academic Affairs
doing a thorough analysis of SCS looking at the
Committee chairwoman, said the
internal environment. . The second will analyze the
resolution has the support of students
external environment, and the third will try to decide
she has talked to, because it is not to the
where SCS should be going and put together a
Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor
students' advantage to have the fivemission given the first two prongs.
Freshman Steve Anderson, Theta Chi member, performs
week winter break without a J-term.
during a lip-synch contest Friday on the Atwood Mall.
See Planning/Page 6
"We talked to a lot of people, and L.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.J
they said 'Either have the J-term or
don't have the five week break,"' Sene
said.
Eungmin Kang, associate professor of international stud~nts are having and to
by Sarah Tieck
Sen. John Radel agreed with Sene's
economics. "I think we have some address worries and fears which
Opinions editor
sentiments about focusing on the
friends in high places, and we should use accompany formal complaints.
students' needs.
Students were given the opportunity
International students packed into these resources to make some changes,"
"I think this is a really strong
Stewart Hall, Room 322 Thursday to said Heather Pritchek, a graduate student to. speak freely, and the meeting was
resolution," Radel said. "I know a lot of
tape-recorded to provide evidence for
assess grievances regarding the Center from Canada.
research went into it on how the
Junior Demba Diop conducted the future actions. "Hopefully we can make
for International Studies and Roland
calendar affects students. This is a much
meeting. He introduced the subject and campus a better place for international
Fischer, director of CIS.
better focus on the students needs."
The students' meeting was supported explained the situation and the students and all students as well," Diop
by faculty members Mary Edwards, proceedings. The reason for the meeting said.
See Meeting/Page 6
See Complaints/Page 6
assistant professor of economics, and was to discuss problems the
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Islamic minister speaks for Malcolm X Week
by Lloyd Dalton
Staff writer

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer

Conrad Muhammad of the Nation of Islam's New York
Mosque Number Seven in Harlem speaks during
Malcolm X Week Thursday in Brown Hall Auditorium.

Conrad Muhammad spoke
about the Nati'on of Islam
Thursday
in
Brown
Hall
Auditorium.
Muhammad is current ly the
minister of the Nation of lslain's
New York Mosque Number Seven
in Harlem. He studied at
Georgetown University Law
School and at the University of
Conneticut Law School before
deciding to commit·his life fully to
the Nation of Islam in 1988.
Mutiammad began by speaking
about the leader of the Nation of
Islam, Louis Farrakhan.
"It is my plan to share with you
tonight some of the teachings,
some of the wisdom, some of the
views of our honorable leader,
Louis Farrakhan," Muhammad
said.
"Unfortunately many people in
the white community do not like
him, do not love him and in fact,
hate him, he said."
Muhammad
described
Farrakhan's contributions to
society.
• 'This man is a truly great man.
He is providing a tremendous
service to society," he said. "You
should know that this is a man
who has taken dope needles out of
people"s arms, who has taken
prostitutes off the streets. That is

the kind of man he is."
Muhammad spoke about the
current situation of black men and
women in the United States. He
described black people as
"volunteer slave, who are
essentially the. property of this
country."
''The black community is
drowning." he said. "We are 12
percent of the population, and for
the first time in history, black
people are the majority in U.S.
prisons. The jails are plantations
for young black men. AIDS is the
number one killer for young black
men and women. There needs to
be leadership."
Muhammad criticized the black
men and women who flee the
ghettos and do not attempt to
change conditions there . . He said
that the absence of black
businesses opens the door for
exploiters to take advantage of
poverty in the ghetto.
'The United States has always
been against our leaders,"
Muhammad said. "but Fidel
Castro, Cuba's greatest leader, has
outlasted seven U.S. presidents.
He still stands. Saddam Hussein
still stands. Bush went to war
against him, and now Bush is out
of office and Saddam still stands."
Muhammad concluded by
warning blacks about false
messages from the government.
He criticized those who refuse to

follow
the
leadership
of
Farrakhan.
"It's easy to follow someone
when they're dead," he said.
"When a leader is dead, he can't
tell you to straighten up. We find
lots of places for our leaders after
they're
dead.
America
assassinates them, assassinates
their characters f nd then nam~s a
street after them. We get excited
about the name, and we don't see
that the conditions on the streets
haven't changed."
"I know some of us want to say
that thjngs are getting better,"
Muhammad said. "but they're
getting worse, much worse. We
need leadership. That is why
America needs Louis Farrakhan."
The presentation, which was
sponsored by Black Students With
a Cause and Council of African
American Students, was the final
event of Malcolm X Week at SCS.
Mllhammad was introduced by
Marvin Lyman, president of
BSWC. Lyman recapped the
w~k's events and urged support
for William Littlejohn, Student
Government president-elect, and
Stephanie English, senator-elect.
Lyman also accepted an award
from Campus Advocates Against
Sexual Assault for his efforts in
coordinating the week's events.
"For me, this week has been a
joyous occasion," Lyman said.
"I've been filled with spirit and

New library, budget battle mark Grube's first year
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor

The Library
Perhaps Grube's biggest challenge began
Beginning a new job is hard enough, immediately after starting his position when
especially if the job is the presidency of the he assumed leadership of the proposal for a
second largest university in Minnesota. new library at SCS. In fact, he spent his
SCS President Bruce Grube's task was very first day on the job lobbying the
made even more difficult with a wide range Minnesota State Colleges and Universities
of issues as he took over last July.
system board to prevent dropping the
The quest to build a new library at SCS, library from its list of priorities in the state
battles over budget
legislature.
cuts, the merger
"Before
I ever
between the state's
became serious about
universities,
looking
at
the
technical
and
presidency job here, I
community colleges
did extensive research
and the proposed
on the university,"
system-wide switch
Grube SJ!id. "Besides
from quarters to
that, there was a lapse
semesters were just
of about three and a
some of the issues
half months between
Grube dealt with
when I was appointed
during his first
to the position and
academic year on
when I took over, so I
the job.
had ample opportunity
"It's been an
to get up to speed on
especially busy first
the library."
year," Grube said.
· The
Legislature
"Much
of
the
eventually allocated
activity
was
$29.5 million for the
Bruce Grube
expected
and
project as part of the
predictable, and some of it was completely state bonding bill and Gov. Arne Carlson
unforeseen."
signed the bill into law April 17. Grube
His colleagues feel he has handled the credited the assistance of people like
pressure impressively.
Gilchrist, Dorthy Simpson, vice president
"He's done very well this year," said for university relations and John Berling,
Eugene Gilchrist, vice president for dean for learning resources services. He
administrative affairs. 'The thing Bruce has said many of these individuals had worked
done is to come in here and talk about a on the project longer than him.
vision. He's really brought a vitality to the
"All of these people were able to help me
campus conversation."
pick up the ball and be successful in
Recently, Grube took time to reflect upon rescuing the project and making it a
his first ye.µ- at SCS.
reality," Grube said. ''The library is really
the result of about 16 or t 7 years of hard
work. Much of the credit has to go to those

who came before me. I'm just fortunate to
be here in the year it was passed."
Gilchrist said Grube's role in gaining the
project's passage was vital and essential.
'The library was a major success, and
although Bruce has been kind to point out
that many people helped in getting it
passed, it was still Bruce Grube down there
in St. Paul (lobbying state legislators),
getting home at 12 a.m. and then getting up
at 5 a.m. to go back down, th.it made it
happen," Gilchrist said.
Grube said the library is a pivotal part in
his goal of making SCS one of the top ten
public undergraduate institutions in the
nation.
"I don't think we can underestimate the
impact of this facility," Grube said. "People
will look back on this year and understand
that it was a critical moment in the
evolution of this university."

"As a first-year president, having to work
with a shrinking budget was not my idea of
a good time," Grube said. 'However, the
campus was able to come up with a budget
plan and form as good a consensus as I
think can be formed."
Grube said communication between
himself and the various departments has
been essential in running the university,
especially in a particularly tough contact
negotiation between MnSCU and the Inter
Faculty
OrganiZation,
the
union
representing faculty at the state universities.
Gilchrist said . Grube has been able to
keep the faculty/administration relationship
upbeat and positive.
'The relationship between faculty and
the administration hasn't been this good in
a decade and that's directly due to Bruce
Grube and (SCS chapter IFO President)
Lora Robinson," Gilchrist said.

The Budget Battle

The Merger

Another issue taking up much of Grube's
time this first year has been dealing with the
demands imposed by a shrinking budget. In
February, the SCS administration presented
a budget proposal that would have
eliminated, or substantially cut back, the
recreation, . American
studies
and
anthropology majors.
Eventually, the programs were spared
pending the results of a strategic planning
committee, but the proposal, as well as
layoffs in the clerical and maintenance
departments, elicited their share of
controversy.
"It's impossible 10 cut budgets and have
everyone be happy," Grube said. "What you
can do is try to create a census and follow it
through."
Grube said cooperation between all
parties led to a final budget plan that will
deal with the financial shortcomings, yet
not sacrifice campus unity.

Grube's arrival at SCS coincided with the
July I merger of the state's universities,
and technical and community colleges. The
merger was opposed by many who felt the
state had not properly funded the
undertaking, and creating such a system
would lead to cuts in academic programs
and increased tuition rates.
So far, Grube said SCS has not been
adversely affected by the merger.
"Working with the MnSCU system has
not really been that difficult," Grube said. "I
think the system is still finding itself, and
SCS is doing its best to make sure the new
system succeeds. For example, we have
established even greater ties with St. Cloud
Technical College. 1 think the best part of
the MnSCU system is that it seems friendly
towards giving individual campuses more
autonomy."
See Grube/Page 20
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Courthouse Plaza set to open
by Lloyd Dalton
Staff writer

•

St. Cloud will open its new
Courthouse Plaza Thursday with
the downtown area's first major
outdoor concert and international
market.
The event, which is expected to
draw hundreds of people from
SCS and the St. Cloud area, will
be primarily in honor of Anne
Simonette, a Little Falls native
and a former chief judge of the
Minnesota Court of Appeals.
Simonette died on May 6 last
year.
According to Sue Childers,
executive director of the St. Cloud
Downtown Council, the event
aims to revitalize the downtown
area and create a link between
downtown and SCS.
''There has always been a
division b·etween SCS and
downtown," Childers said. "We
want to bridge that. We want to
bring everyone downtown."
The
occasion
will
be
distinguished by an outdoor
concert performed by the SCS
Orchestra, directed by Bruce

Wood, assistant professor of
music.Theorch~strawillperform
the premiere concert of the
musical version of "Old Turtle,"
the best-selling children's book by
Minnesota author Doug Wood.
The orchestra will accompany
Wood as he narrates the book.
The celebration . will include
highlights
that
promise
satisfaction and enjoyment for
adults as well as children.
Throughout the day, the plaza will
feature art and craft booths, food
and flower sales and carriage
rides. Ethnic musical groups will
also be performing in the plaza.
The concert itself will feature an
outdoor bar and burgers from
MC's Dugout Bar & Grill.
"Our goal is to have as many
people as possible enjoy the talent
we have between artists,
musicians and restaurants,"
Childers said. "We hope SCS will
reap the benefits of this event."
SCS will reap other benefits as
well.
A $50,000 music
scholarship fund is being created
in honor of Anne Simonette. Law
finns and companies from the St.
Cloud, Minneapolis and Little

Falls
communities . have
contributed to the sc'holarship.
Childers said she hopes the
scholarship marks the start of a
closer marriage between the local
business community and the
university,
The event has taken over six
months to plan. Childers said she
is hopeful the celebration will
become an annual event, drawing
people from all over Central
Minnesota.
"Between all those involved
with carrying out this event, it's
literally a cast of thousands,"
Childers said. "This will be the
biggest St Cloud event since the
Wheels, Wings & Water Festival."
Tickets for the concert are $5
for adults and $3 for children. The
other events are free. The
celebration is from l0a.m.-9 p.m,
and the concert will be from 6:30
p.Ill. to 7:30 p.m.
Tickets
for
the
Plaza
Celebration are available at the
SCS foundation office at 2553 I77, the Downtown Council at
259-4010
or
Herberger's
Department Store at ?51-5351,
ex:t. 2227.

LAST CHANCE!
To purcha'se software at educational prices.
Come to the SCSU Bookstore to get the best
deals on a wide variety of software that you'll
need in the "real world."

Microsoft Office Professional (Windows 95):
Microsoft Office Standard (Windows 95):
Microsoft Office (Macintosh):
Microsoft Excel "(Windows 95):
Microsoft Word (Windows and Macintosh):
Adobe Illustrator (Windows and MaCintosh):
Adobe PageMaker (Windows and Macintosh):
Adobe Photoshop (Windows and Macintosh):

$231,50
$182,50
$174,91
$131-12
$115.52
$145.12
$193.82 ·
$295.24

We have dozens of other titles you may choose from.
Compare our prices - prices you won't get later. On many
titles the competition doesn't even offer.

.scsu Bookstore

801 Second Avenue South
On campus, across from the Math & Science Center
251-0061
Monday - Friday 7:45 - 4:30
bookstore@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu
Offer ex pires Tuesday, May 28, 1996
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COMMENTARY

EDITORIAL BOARD:
MICHAEL KOEHLER
RYANVOZ

PAUL WAIT

SARAH TIECK

Editorial
Rental etiquette

Moving needs to be
handled differently
Finishing another year brings relief, but it also
means it's time to move:__ once again.
You who are moving again for the summer should
take a different approach this time around. To all
renters with no respect, let's try doing something
different this year.
Too many students abuse their housing facility
during the year, yet still expect to receive their
damage deposit at the end of the year.
Destroying, abusing and neglecting property
throughout the school year may have brought some
kind satisfaction for you inconsiderate fools, but need
to clean it up.
The houses around campus look trashed - some
even look as if they should be boarded up and
condemned. What have you been doing all year to
create this kind of mess?
Education is supposed to bring knowledge, and by
the looks of it, parts of educatiOn have gone south.
Looks like you got some thing accomplished this
year. You trashed your rental and set the standard for
the tenants who will live in your place in the future.
If you are one of these people, at least have the
dignity to clean up your mess. Do not give the
landlord a hard time. Help make a good and lasting
impression. Some landlords do not always treat their
tenants fair, but why stoop to their level.
If you treat your landlord and his or her property
with respect, you will create a relationship of trust
and cooperation.
Such a relationship will not only make your home
more friendly, but it may also wreak financial
rewards. A clean, welJ-kept rental at the end of the
year may result in the desrved refund of your damage
deposit.
The refund of your damage deposit at the end of the
year can come in handy. Remember, the little extra
effort to keep your rented home in top condition will
. result in an eXtra couple hundred bucks. For some,
that sum is the equivalent to a week's pay.
It may take some hard work to get your place back
to normal, but it will pay off.

Looking back on the first year
by Sarah Tieck, Opinions editor

As I walked back to my
apartment the other night
and noticed leaves budding
on the trees outside of my
balcony, I realized my first .
year of college is almost
over.
I am soberly
acknowledging I have
accomplished the first stage
of one my life goals and
feeling all the strange and
wonderful things that come
with escaping and
outgrowing the title of
freshman.

I remember all the fears
which were swimming
through my head as I
graduated from high school.
College life was an
unfamiliar path leading to
.---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_---:._-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~ an undiscovered land, and I
was frightened.
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However, as I became
more involved and joined
the campus community, I
beat those needless and
defeatable anxieties and
discovered life at SCS is
full of opportunities and
surprises.
Among the best surprises
at college were my
roommates. We moved into
our doim room not knowing
what to expect of each
other. Both of my

" When I left my high
school buddies and came to
college, I was frightened and
afraid of the changes which
were sure to come. "
roommates were
sophomores and already
familiar and involved with
life at SCS. Still, we got
along famously.

multitude of different paths
available when one steps
out of their comfort zone
and eagerly welcomes the
rays of a new world's sun.

My roommates' guidance
and friendship helped
unearth my independence.
As they continued their
involvement with activities
and work from the past
year, I was forced out of the
"nest."

When I left my high
school buddies and came to
college, I was frightened
and afraid of the changes
which were sure to come. I
wanted to preserve that
happy, familiar world
forever.

I became active and
involved with sOme
organizations, specifically
University Programming
Board and University
Chronicle.

Despite my fear of
change, I seem to be the one
from my old gang of friends
who has changed the most.

These two activities gave
me a sense of purpose and
cemented my future plans.
The opportunities 1
stumbled across while
working with each of these
organizations·has provided
some of the richest
experiences I have ever
known.

I have learned a lot this
year while exploring the

Although summer break
will provide a needed rest
and relaxation period, I
know I will soon began to
count the days until I return
to campus life. The
changes, discoveries and
oppcirtunities available at
SCS are unimaginably
exciting.
The anticipation of what
my second year at SCS will
bring is already brewing in
my mind.

Uni\crsil) CIIRO'.\ICLE

OPINIONS
Frequent fraternity attacks
· tiresome and redundant
Don't we all wish we had as much time an our hands
as Michael .Sw:msoo, author of the Chrolui:Jek Humanist
column.
..
· . ·
Inmyoum:ui>lfluniuilf will thll~eeldrco!umn,it
features pe,peiiiiil. fn,temity-bashmgt11<iti,;ii: by the
long•wiode<I; AAlf,(ighteous Swanson. To'p,it lt !DOil'
simply, Mr. S,vimsoo attempts to portray die ISOmember fraternity population as the root of :aH evil at
SCS.
I took some time out of my busy schedule .(evidendy
consisting {!f ~Ing seeds of racism; s~ioi and
homophobill: ~etever possible) to re~~ ).,.M,,

Swim~••• tiien~ aitacii,i on oiy w&i\,iiiil!ion.

First. be'. niellitOOs the hlghly publiC~z;~; ;'harassing" email incidenr. A ffiCmber of my fraternity: inadvertently
sent some private e,-mail to the wrong address, causing a
campus-wide uproar in spite of both his and Delta Sigma
Pbi•s repeated apologies to the recipient.Mr. Swanson
uses this unfortunate situation to condelllf'! fraternities as

men who,. "senm!ly harass and terrorize (female
Students):Y'

.• ,

I wondei '" awing_ his extensively i~ed research,
Mr. SwansQ!l )lV<!f ran across a copy ~f the: U.S.
Constitution 'and its First Amendmen~ 'wtiich guarantees
citizens the rigbt Of free expression. He sC:Cfll$ to exerci~
this right often enough. Poor lad. He doe!D'I seem to
realize it applies to those who maintain· /l;A'.Opposing
view.
The theft of'.€1W Chronicles was an eniti~ng
:silwltion,r~.The member
Jl'¥"ioipated in
: the heist-consu!lll!:I 'J1Q
acted alone:ai1a:snb~dy
has been put pri,l,ation, which ooniisii:<if loss of his

m

one,

wm

chairman I)(lS}t~ and exclusion from all: Social
activities. Incidentally, since our national fratemity
prohibits con,unon-source alcohol in each Pf QUT J70
chapter houses~ he won't have to worry atNut not being
allowed to ''tap the keg,"
Perhaps; Mr. Swanson would he inlere,/ted to• know that

this member itnroediately confessed t1>: lli!Nersity Public.
Safety Without'any ptodding from Delta _Sijjma Phi.
Officers now believe that others were lnYi:>Jved with the
theft and that the 300 newspapers disto_vered behind our
house were planted -- seeing that the-perpetrator left for
home Friday rnOflling, the trash was emptied Friday

night, and the papers were discovered on !laturday.
Finally,M\', !!~n ridicules the noble;ebaricy work

pe,fOf'OJW Jif •!>!~nteering women ~ llffl pf the Greek
hstem. Bil.it~ !i! pelta Sigma Phi ba>'I:: iiitmt ei>uJllle1i
0

hour& $ortihJi.: YU1J!hing and deliverin~~;®. P<\llndS of
canned food lotll<I _Salvation Anny. 'They also find new
and creative WAY:S to raise money for the March of
Dimes, the DA!ffl program and th~ Sexual Violence

Prevention Progtrun. Mr. Swanson, before you belittle
our efforts, rd like to know what ~rvice~ ~ have
rendered to the:,:,immunity? (Waviog.pr*11 \igns in
front Of lOOlllJ>osb!esses doesn't CP!tlll;};
To !ltiie; i~ive ihi; advice; Get ;;tf y(ij,i-'.,;<!apbox.

Choose a new topic for your column, ,bere :are plenty of
other h a p ~ on this campus that wOUld warrant

media exposure.. As fat as frateroities are coriCe:med, we ·
have existed long; before your enrollment _at scs. and,
despite your menial attacks, we will exi~_ k)ng. after you

are gone.
MatlleW P. KIiian
· · · • •. ·
junior

Delta Sigmll !>hi Fratemlly

Campaign bribery mars Student
Government candidate's credibility
Today, I came across a
campaign solicitation from
Robert Stromberg that I
consider at minimum
questionable, and, in my
opinion, equivalent to
offering a bribe.
The attached flier (a
coupon introducing the
Robert Stromberg coupon
special at Subway) is one
of many to be found on the
dining tables at Garvey
Commons this afternoon
and evening. Despite the
creativity, it clearly offers
me a financial benefit in
exchange for considering
his candidacy. It in no way
mentions any issues or
ideas that are typical of
more traditional campaign
materials, but clearly
represents a 'special' offer
in the way of immediate
savings.
I reported this issue to
Student Government
promptly and spoke with
John Skoog this evening to
inquire if there were any

guidelines regarding
conduct during a campaign.
Much to my dismay, I
found no such guidelines,

Given the lack of
precedent for this particular
issue, I think that it may be
time to set one. Creative

specific to this issue, exist.
I spoke to Ed Devoid, the
manager of Garvey, and
asked if these had been
approved for distribution at
Garvey. His reply was that
he had not approved them.
I cannot confirm that
another person at Garvey
did approve them or even if
such approval is required.
I also spoke with Michele
Thorp, the manager at
Subway offering the
special, and she confirmed
authorizing the ad
campaign. I also inquired
as to the nature of this
special, and I found that no
coupon was necessary to
obtain this special price.
Now, not only has Robert
Stromberg offered firiancial
incentive to vote for him,
but the ad is also deceitful
by suggesting that he is
offering the special.

campaigns are refreshing
and definitely more likely
to attract votes, bu,t when it
comes to offering special
consideration, I believe that
the line needs to be drawn.
I will not support any
candidate who represents
his value in terms of
financial benefits.
In all honesty, I do not
know how to evaluate what
action should be taken
against Ropert Stromberg,
if any. I do feel that in the
future, campaign materials
that cross the line in
offering rewards for a vote
should be prohibited.

John A. Pierce
senior

meteorology

Effects of faculty and staff cuts will
become apparent in next school year
This letter is directed at-the campus
community, who did an excellent job in
protesting the budget cuts against programs
and professors.
This community forgot about some very
important individuals who help students with
problems and questions. These are the
administrativ~ assistants and other "peopleoriented" employees of the university. Many of
these knowledgeable individuals are either
being laid off or forced into retirement. The
Administrative Services Building has been hit

very hard with these cuts. Without them next
year, the offices will not be as efficient and will
diminish their capabilities of. serving students'
needs.
Everyone's position on campus is important
or we wouldn't have hired them. I am sorry
you were lost in the shuffle and the students
will miss you next year.

Michelle Goebel
sophomore
criminal justice
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Elections:

About 9 percent of students voted from Page 1 - - -

Anderson, who has never served on
Student Government, said he has obtained
leadership skills in his experience as a
resident adviser for Hill-Case Hall.
"Through the experiences that I've
gained, I know and understand how to
communicate with the students of this
campus,''. Anderson said.
He said one of his goals is to creale
more interest for students on issues. He
also wants to get students infonned and
involved, and by doing this he will get
things resolved, he said.
This year's campaign was marred by
some of other candidates and Student
Government members handing _out fliCrs
to the candidates, including Littlejohn,
within a 50-foot radius around voting
booths, which is against the rules of an
election.
"I was disappointed in the lack of
respect," Littlejohn said. "Everyone that's
a student has a right to run for president."
There were 1198 total votes in this
year's election which is about 9 percent of
the student body.
President John Skoog said that is a
good turnout considering some of the past
elections.
"We were right around 9 percent which
is something we haven't had in a number
of years,'' Skoog said. "I think it was due

Planning:

Jeff Anderson
to the · different nature of each of the
candidates."
Voter turnout at most universities
usually falls between 8-12 percent in their
voter turnout for Student Government
elections, Skoog said.

"I think the whole process will be
different than what it is now," Skoog said.
"We'll have to see how the new
administration
takes
on
the
responsibilities of the office especially in
regards to MSUSA."

Committee tackles new issues, problemStromPage1 -

Robinson said the committee is still in its planning stages. She
also stressed the committee actually wants to accomplish
something.
"There is a lot of feeling that this could just be an exercise in
futility or divisive," she said. "Our hope is, I think mutually, the
people who are going out to the committee when we decided to even
do this, the feeling was we really want~d to do something
constructive."
"We wanted to get some consensus around a vision, as best you
can given the complexity of our institution,'' Robinson said.
One of the changes that may result from the strategic planning
process is how priorities are shaped at SCS, Robinson said.
The goal of the Strategic Planning Committee is to have a
strategic planning document completed when the North Central
Association accrediting team visits the campus in January.
According to Grube's letter, several areas will receive
consideration by the committee. These ii:iclude: academic programs,
student services, enrollment management and administration.
One of Grube's goals is to become one of the top 10 public
undergraduate institutions in the country. The Strategic Planning
Commitlee may address this goal, Tschida said.
· "If that indeed turns out to be the vision that the campus adopts,
then the Strategic Planning Committee might be the way in which
we get to that point," he said.
'
A strategic planning process was completed in the mid- l 980s, but
this time around, the circumstances are different, Tschida said.
"I think the whole environment is different," he said. "With the
Legislature, the merger the operating environment we are operating
in today is so different than it was at that point."
Legislative funding issues, the new administrative structure of the
merger into Minnesota State (:olleges and Universities, and
enrollment serve as challenges the Strategic Planning Committee
must face as they move into this round of planning, he said.

Complaints:

Planning areas
O undergraduate programs
o graduate programs
o information, including the new library
and information technology
o student services, including athletics
O student enrollment: the mix and
number of students that is right for

scs

o campus environment relevant to
diversity

o campus environment relative to
women
O research, scholarship and creative
activity
O partnerships, education, economic
and cultural
O the environment: physical facilities,
security and appearance
O foundation/alumni
O administration

Meeting:
- - - - - from Page 1
The fee policies were made
by the Finance Committee and
approved by the members of
Student Government. The
policies define what groups
can receive allocation.
The policy states,"Student
Government
may
fund
organizatiq,ns,
activities,
programs and services which
enhance
the
cultural
recreational, religious, athletic
and intellectual life of the
university."
The organization requesting
funds ·must also be recognized
by Student Government and
University Organizations. It
cannot make a budget request
until 52 weeks after initial
recognition.
The groups that can receive
direct funding must fall into
o_n e
of
six
following
categories:
0
student organizations,
which are organizations run by
SCS students.
0 co-curricular, which are
activities with an adviser
within a student organization.
0 sponsorships, which are
entities that directly benefit
students.
0 student media, which are
University Chronicle, KVSC
and UIVS-TV.
0
Student Government,
which is the governing body
for all student ,groups.
0 Senate Finance, which is
responsible for distributing
money.
Groups not meeting the
above categories must request
funding from the free balance
reserve, which will
be
established at the beginning of
the fiscal year and has a
balance of $25,000.
Other items included in the
policy are rules on fund
raising, the speakets reserve
account and auditing which
can· be done by the Finance
Committee at any time for any
reason for any organization
including
Student
Government.
''The intent of the fee policy
was
to
hold
student
organizations
more
accountable," said Michael
Arulfo, Cultural Diversity
chairman. "The overall effect
will be positive. lt will make
student organizations more
responsible."

Staff shortage may be to blame for errors, compiaintStromPage1 - -

Catherj.ne Lafon, an international student from France,
shared her employment problems and the response she
received from CIS. She experienced problems processing
fonns and obtaining a work pennit the CIS would allow
her to use, she said.
Several other students told of similar experiences with
work and classes, threats of deportation and unnecessary
fees.
Senior Masood Siddiqui said he was told he could tum
to CIS for any problem and they would try to help in any
way possible. When he asked for help with a problem,
Fischer turned him away and told that him it was not his
problem and to figure it out himself, he said.
"The point I'm trying to drive home is that all that B.S.

they give us thil,-they're going to help us out - they're
not, especially not Roland Fischer," Siddiqui said.
Fischer, the topic of much discussion, was not present
at the meeting, nor was he infonned prior to the event.
"The meeting was designed to be informational, not
confrontational," Edwards said.
Fischer said he was not aware any of the problems
discussed were still concerns for the students. He thought
the jssues in question had been resolved and rectified.
Fischer voiced his disappointment at not being invited to
or infonned of the meeting. "I'm a victim here," he said.
CIS serves about 525 international students with a staff
which has not increased through the years to meet the
growing demand. The staff shortage may account for

some of the errors and misunderstandings according to
Fischer.
Fischer said one part of his job which he finds
extremely difficult is informing students of the" often
harsh laws by which they must abide. However, Fischer
described CIS as an office of advocacy.
"We don't create laws in this office,'' he said. "We put
policies forward for consideration."
In an intellectual community, intelligent, fair and open
exchange is the best route for solving problems, Fischer
said.
"I hardly believe this (meeting) is a fair way of solving
problems," he said.

Staff column

Fishing means
an escape, a
way to relax
For me, going fishing means getting away
from the hassles of the newsroom and
homework. It also means getting away from
computers, phones
and radios and
getting some peace
and quiet (unless
people are racing
around on those
damn personal
watercraft). I have
to admit, however, I
do like to have a
graphing fish
locator and depth
finder in the boat to
make fishing easier.
As summer

1

approaches, I .can't
wait until school is over and I can sit back in
my canoe or stand on the bow of our boat and
cast for sunfish in the shallows of Lake
Mazaska near Faribault, Minn. The brightorange male sunfish move into the spawning
beds and stake out their territories before the
females move in to lay their eggs. The males
are so aggressive they will hit almost any
surface fly and even go after bobbers.
The action is fast, and I try to take only
enough for a few meals. Nothing beats fresh
sunfish fillets for supper after a day on the
lake.
During the middle of the summer, I wade
near docks and cast underneath swimming
platforms .with a spinner bait for bass. Last
summer, I caught a five-and-a-half pound
largemouth bass under a platform in Big Fish
Lake near Cold Spring, Minn. It would have
been a perfect day, except for two people on
Jet Skis tearing around the bay and scaring the
fish.
A:t the end of the summer, I know of a place
in a nearby lake where monster northern pike
congregate near the mouth of a cool stream.
As the days get hotter in August, the northerns
move up closer to the mouth of the cool
stream. Last summer I caught a nine-and-a
half pound northern using a red and white
surface popper. I was in a paddle boat with my
dad, Robert. Landing an angry northern in a
~ paddle boat with treble hooks stickiQg out of
its mouth was quite a challenge to get the
flopping fish into the boat without getting
stuck by the hooks. We landed the fish, despite
a nasty tangle in the net.
This year I am looking forward to a little
tournament my buddies call The Lake Francis
Open. The prize in this tournament is pride
and bragging rights. Look out Quale, Ky and
Brent, I am going show you how it is done
with style and grace. The slip-bobber
technique has proven itself in the past, and
with this year's cold water the slow approach
will prevail.
Whatever I am doing this summer, I am
going to make it a point to get out and do
more fishing. I think it will bring me a little
closer to sanity and help me unwind after a
year of dutY in the journalistic trenches.

Walleye a_
n gler ventures
onto professional circuit
by Paul Wait
Assistant managing ·editor

D

oug Warren is Obsessed with
walleye fishing. So much so,
his girlfriend Sara Osgood
says, that she has two months of
summer free.
"Everything revolves around
fishing," she said. "Either I go with
him, or I don't see him."
Warren, a senior geography ffiajor
from Plymouth, Minn., is fishing
Mille Lacs Lake this week in
preparation for a three-day North
American
Walleye
Anglers
grofessional
tournament.
The
tourney is Warren's first as a pro.
The 125-boat event pairs a
professional angler with a different
amateur angler for each of the three
days. Warren fished in the
tournament last year as an amateur,
placing 14th.
On the first day of last year's
tournament, Warren fished with
professional Robert Johnson, who
later won the total-weight event. The
pair caught seven walleyes that day,
all longer than 25 inches, Warren
said.
Aspiring walleye tournament
anglers ca:n break into the tournament
circuit
by
fishing
smaller
tournaments with lower entry fees or
by fishing with a professional, he
said. "I don't think there is anything
better than fishing as an amateur in
one of the professional tournaments,"
Warren said. "You really get a feel
for what the professionals do. You
learn their techniques."
Warren
started
fishing
in
tournaments three years ago. He and
partner Jeff Peterson of Minnetonka,
Minn., placed ninth last summer in
Wavewackers, an invitation-only
tournament on Mille Lacs Lake.
They split $1,800 for their effort.
Warren credits his father, John
with teaching him how to fish. "I've
been fishipg since the day I could
stand up," he said.
Using a long-line Lindy rig with a
leech on light line is Warren's
preferred !Ilethod for walleyes, but
being versatile is the key to
successful fishing, he said.
Different
techniques
and
presentations will work at different
times of the year, Warren said. A
slow presentation is important early
in the stason when the water is cold
and the walleyes are less active, he
said.
Warren carries two large tackle
boxes filled with crankbaits,
spinners, jigs and lures for walleyes
when he fishes. "That's · just for
walleyes," he said. "You bring a lot
of stuff, because if you're catching
'em on something you've got to have
enough of it."

Pat Christmaf)}Assistant photo editor

Doug Warren, a senior from Plymouth, Minn., sits in his boat
Friday morning. Warren will compete in his first walleye
tournament as a professional this weekend on Mille Lacs Lake.
Bait is real important to walleye
fishing success, Warren said. "The
livelier your leech, the more
productive your fishing will be."
Warren uses longer fishing rods
than most walleye anglers. "Usually
all of my rods are seven feet long,"
he said. "If you are fishing with a
long snell and you let line out, you
need a good sweep on your hook to
get that hook up into the fish. A
longer rod usually has more of a
limber tip. If you're getting ·real light
bites, you can feel the fish and they
can't feel you as easily."
His largest walleye weighed 10
pounds, 4 ounces, and last season
Warren caught 14 fish measuring
more than 25 inches, he said.
When Warren is not fishing, he is
promoting the sport. Warren and his
father run "Up North," an outdoor
advertising and promotion company.
Doug spends the ice-fishing season
traveling Minnesota and Wisconsin
to promote Strikemaster, an outdoor
products company.
But until mid-July, walleye
tournaments are Warren's focus. He
plans to fish the four NAWA

tournaments,
including
the
Wavewackers June 7-8, he said.
Some anglers might envy the
amount of time Warren spends
fishing, but he said it is not always
fun. "It's not always a bluebird sunny
day. Last year one of the tournaments
I fished in there was 30 mile-an-hour
winds, five-foot rollers - and you
have to stay out there," Warren said.
"Boats get broken, people get sick,
rods get broken. It can be pretty ugly
at times."
Warren wants to expand his
tournament angling outside of
Minnesota. "I want to try some
different lakes," he said. "I've fished
Mille Lacs a lot. I've familiarized
myself with the lake and that's how I
got started in tournaments, but now I
want to break away from that - go
out to Lake Erie, go to South Dakota,
go all over and fish different lakes.
What better way to get to know them
than fishing tournaments."
Warren also wants to fish in a
couples tournament with Sara ~is
summer.
It may be the only chance she gets
to see him.
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Canoe enthusiasts learn paddling, rescue techniques
canoe lift the front of it onto the
center of their canoe and drag it
across, emptying water out as
the capsized canoe slides onto
Practicing basic safety and
theirs. The .emptied canoe is
proper techniques can increase
flipped upright and slid back
the enjoyment of a canoe trip.
into the water, then steadied so
Ed
Bouffard,
assistant
people in the water can get _hack
director of operations for
into it.
At:,Yood Memorial Center,
Knowing how to perform this
explained canoeing basics to a
rescue can be valuable when a
small group of students Friday
canoe is flipped over a long
at Warner Lake, west of
distance from shore, Bouffard
Clearwater, Minn.
said. "It's important
Bouffard
to do this on a warm
demonstrated
the
day for the first time,
correct way to get into
rather than on a
a canoe, several paddle
windy day in the
strokes to propel a
boundary waters with
canoe and how to use
all of your gear."
safety equipment. He
Bouffard showed
also entered the water
participants how to
to
demonstrate
a
use a throw rope in a
rescue and related
rescue.
Most canoes are
other safety tips.
relatively stable, but
"If you capsize,
getting
into
one
stay with your boat
.h
. .
Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor
.t .
.
1
wit o~t tip.p;g o_;;:r Freshmen Micah Brown and Brian Wermers relax un ess h I is g:m~

by Paul Wait
Assistant managing editor

to use your whole body, not just
your arms to power the canoe."
Bouffard demonstrated a Jstroke, which is pushing the
paddle out away from the boat
at the end of your stroke.
''Typically, the person in the
stern (back) overpowers the
person in the front," he said. Jstroking can be used to keep the
canoe on a straighter path.
After he reviewed paddling
techniques, Bouffard donned

;:;son e ri~;g Yin th: during the canoe outing on Warner Litke Friday.
bow (front) should get in first,
Bouffard said. 'The best way is
to have one person stabilize it as
the other gets into the canoe."
Proper paddling techniques
will increase the speed of the
canoe and the efficiency of the
canoers. The most common
paddle stroke is the straight
stroke, which is pushing the
paddle toward the back of the
canoe, Bouffard said. "You want

neoprene waders, took a canoe
out into deeper water and
flipped it over to demonstrate a
canoe-over-canoe rescue.
The rescue is achieved by
dragging the capsized boat over
the top of another uprigh.t canoe.
The person in the water rolls ihe
swamped canoe upside down
and puts ·pressure on the end of
it to pop it out of the water.
The people in the upright

:;;7

0 ~:/~:

s:~d~

The boat will help a person in
the water stay afloat.
Canoeing in a river presents
another potential problem
should a canoe flip over. "You
never, ever want to be
downstream from the canoe in a
river," Bouffard said. "The
weight of the canoe filled with
water could pin you to a tree or
a rock."
Freshman Jessica Bussler,

Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor

Sophomore Tim Janis flips a canoe upright during a
canoe-over--canoe rescue demonstration on Warner
Lake near Clearwater, Minn., Friday afternoon.
who coordinated the event and
works at the Atwood Outings
Center, said she was confident
she could perform a canoe-overcanoe rescue after participating
in the demonstration.

Hands-on programs give
people the confidence and
opportunity to make use of
Minnesota's lakes and rivers,
Bussler said.
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jSPORTS
SCS fencing club's title bid foiled by 'U'
by Brian Wierima
Staff writer
The SCS Fencing Club won second
place in the 1996 Minnesota Collegiate
Fencing Championships this weekend in
the Eastman Gymnasium.
The University of MinQesota won the
tournament by scoring 291 points; SCS ·
finished second with 190 points.
The first place fencer in a pool of 20 will

si:;ore 20 points for their team, and the
second place fencer will score 19 points
and so on.
The tournament started with fencers
being placed in a seeding pool. Fencers
battled each other in pool play to filter out

competitors.
The last one or two places in each pool
were eliminated from the tournament. The
tournament ended with the top six
competitors battling for top placements.
Will Go, from Carleton College, took
first place in the foil tournament. Matt
Clausen ranked the highest for SCS by
placing sixth; president of the SCS
Fencing Club, Aaron Clausen, placed
eighth and Pat Christman placed 13th.
SCS' Lynn Alexander won second place
in the women's foil competition.
"I was surprised (winning sixth place),"
Matt Clausen said. "This is the best I've
done with the foil. I was happy."
In the epee battle, Brad Pindzola from
Kevin Halgrimson/Staff photographer
Carleton College won the first place
trophy. Matt Clausen ranked the highest Senior Matt Clausen lunges at the University of Minnesota's Mark Seemann in Eastman Hall Saturday.
The long hours and hot conditions in the "Epee is the point, and the saber is the
Matt Clausen said some tough
for SCS by placing sixth. SCS Christian
Fredrickson placed 11th with William gym took much out of the fencers, Matt whole blade, so it's hard to switch back competition showed up for the tournament.
Clausen said. "I feel I'm going to throw up and forth."
Lorenz agreed the colleges that
Tanberg finishing 12th.
Aaron Clausen said the directing was participated in the tournament were good
The fencers in the epee tournament were and pass out," he said.
"It's
really
tiring,"
Aaron
Clausen
said.
rather
weak
because
they
had
to
use
fencers.
"A lot of good people showed up,"
tough, Aaron Clausen said. "(Competition)
Lorenz said.
was really good," he said. "Basically, they "It's like playing football all day. I'm sure college students.
I'll be sore tomorrow."
Clausen said most of the directors did
Aaron Clausen was pleased with how
are the top fencers in the state."
SCS' Mike Lorenz and Tanberg not have much experience in the area. The SCS looked.
Tad Salyards, U of M competitor, took
"We're doing a lot better than normal,"
first place in saber competition. Christman competed in all of the weapon categories club did not· have enough funds to hire
placed second and SCS' Mike Fisch placed which meant a busy day, Lorenz said. "The professional directors for the tournament, he said. "We have a good group of people.
biggest problem was adjusting, " he said. he said.
We did better than i" ex~ted."
fifth .

.Injuries hamper Huskies at conference track meet
Staff report

Junior speedster Flurohn Crutch performed well for
the Huskies, winning the long jump with a leap of 23-10
Injuri'es to crucial members of the SCS men's and 3/4, and placing second in the JOO-meter dash (10.82
women's track teams put a damper on things at the North seconds) and the 200-meter dash (21.2).
Central Conference track meet in Sioux Falls, S.D.
"(FlUrohn) performed extremely well," Dill said.
"I really felt bad about the people it happened to," "He's very competitive and likes a challenge."
head coach Tracy Dill said. 'That's all part of athletics,
In the 200: the junior from Park Center, Minn., gave
but it was too bad."
-champion.Lionel McPhaull from the University of South
Sophomore sprinter Bobby Ewings . won his Dakota a scare on the homestretch, pulling even with
preliminary heat in the 100-meter dash, but pulled a McPhaull in the final 20 meters.
McPhaull defeated Crutch on the lean, winning by .07
hamstring after he crossed the finish line and did not
compete the second day.
seconds.
"I felt bad for Bobby, because it wasn't even during
"He actually pulled ahead with about 15 meters to go,
. the race," Dill said. "We lost some points when we lost and they both fought to the end," Dill said. 'That also
him."
shows what a great sprinter McPhaull is as well as
For the women, sophomore Carey Erpelding was Flurohn."
running with the leaders in the JOO-meter hurdles, but
Crutch'~ 200 time met the national provisional
lost balance after her trail leg hit the sixth hurdle. The St. qualifying standard.
Cloud native lost her balance and fell.
Crutch also anchored the 4x 100-meter relay team to a
While running the lead-off leg of the 4x400-meter third place finish (42.00). Other members of that team
relay, seni or Kim Bachand fell to the track with a were sophomore Jeff Kobliska, freshman Larry Miller
strained left calf muscle.
and junior Josh Westling.
"I feel terrible for Kim," Dill said. "She didn't have
Sophomore Joe Seifert finished second in the high
the meet she wanted because of sore legs, and she was jump with a leap of 6-9.
running her last 400 and couldn't recover."
On the women's side, junior Sandy Dingmann won
Despite the adversity, the men 's team finished with 61 the discus with a throw of 157-3. Dingmann is currently
points and sixth pface. The women 's team finished in ranked third in the nation in the discus for Division II.
ninth place with 39 points.
"She had an excellent series, and there was really no

wind," Dill said. "Four of her six throws were 153 (feet)
or better. She had a pretty consistent effort."
Freshm.an Julia Karst placed second• in the shot put
with a mark of 43-1 1/2. The mark was a personal best
for the Pierz, Minn., native.
'That was a (personal best) for her by over a foot,"
Dill said. "To finish second as a freshman in the throws
in the NCC is pretty amazing."
Sophomore Tonya VanErp placed fifth in the long
jump with a leap of 17-10 3/4. The jump was a personal
best by seven inches for the New York Mills, Minn. ,
native.
For next season, the men 's team loses thad Bartels
and Ted Marks to eligibility. Seniors on the women's
team that are leaving are Bachand and Jmrdler Jen
Lenarz.
With many returning competitors, Dill said the
outlook is bright.
"The men scored in 13 of 20 events and only two
other schools did that," Dill said. "We have a lot of gocxl
people coming back, but we have to develop more depth.
"We have a good nucleus of kids returning for the
women too," he said. "We just need to increase the size
of the (women's) team."
There will be a last-chance meet Thursday in
Moorhead, Minn., for competitors who wish to try one
more time to meet national qualifying standards.
Nationals are May 24 and 25 in Riverside, Calif.
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STAFF COLUMN

Husky year in sports turned up much success
Every sj)orts season is filled with ups
and downs, and as sports editor, I have to
deal with both the good and the bad.
Through the countless stories that have
been written on Husky athletics, many
success stories rise to the top.
·
The most notable story of the 1995-96
SCS sports year was the volleyball team
making it to the national Elite Eight
tournament in Florida.
Before this season,
no SCS volleyball
squad had made it out
of the first round of the
regional playoffs. Not
only did the Huski~ make it oll1 of the
first round by defeating Morningside
College, but they next had to deal with an
arrogant team from the University of
Northern Colorado.
Before the Bears took on the Huskies,
UNC's head coach was asking for North
Dakota State University's tape of Barry
University, which the SCS/UNC winner
would play.
The Bears' arrogance only made the
Huskies more confident, as SCS defeated
UNC and moved on to the Elite Eight.
falling to eventual national champion
Barry.
Senior Swen Minnema was named to
the All-America second team, and the
Huskies finished 10th nationally.
On the gridiron, junior runningback'
Randy Martin made his mark. Martin
was one of the eight finalists for the
Harlon Hill trophy, an award that goes to
the top player in Division II football.
Martin was the only underclassman to
be named a finalist.
The junior from Chippewa Falls, Wis.,
amassed 1,426 yards during the season and
moved into the number-two spot on the
SCS all-time list, with 2.,983 yards. Harry
Jackson is the all-time leader at SCS in
·• - ~~

.
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rushing yards, with 4,886.
With his senior season remaining,
Martin will need 1,903 yards to pass .
Jackson's mark for a possible Hal'!on Hill
Award.
Senior Brenda Meyer was shaking
things up as well for the Huskies, this time
on the basketball court. Meyer led the
North Central Conference in scoring, and
was named the most valuable player of the
NCC.
Despite playingunder three
different coaches,
Meyer's career at
SCS has been illustrious.
The senior from Paynesville, Minn.,
passed the 1,000 point mark and picked
MVP honors from the conference that has
harbored the national champion in five of
the last -six seasons.
In a move that brought men's and
women's athletics closer together at SCS,
Morris Kurtz was named athletic director,
merging the men's and women's programs.
Not only does the merge bring the
men's and women's athletic programs
under the same umbrella, but. under one
common leader, provides a more equal
balance between the genders in sport at
SCS.
The merging of the programs was
brought one step-closer to reality with last
year's retirement of Gladys Ziemer.
Kurtz had,served as the men's athletic
director for 12 years, and Mike Simpson
was the interim women's athletic director
before the combining of the programs.
SCS' only Division I team also made
some noise this season.
•
With a sub-par record and few taking
them for real, the Husky hockey squad
promply went into Denver and spanked the
fifth-ranked University of Denver Pioneers
before three capacity crowds, taking two
of three games from DU.
After winning 3-1 in the first game,
SCS lost the second game 6-4.
The third game, however, the young
Huskies proved their worth by waxing the
Pioneers 4-0, qualifying SCS for their
second Western Collegiate Hockey
Association Final Five Tournament.
Sophomore goaltender Brian Leitza
picked up 100 saves in the three-game
series.
SCS lost in overtime to eventual runnerup Michigan Technological University in
the first round of the Final Five.
Not to be outdone, many other SCS
athletes garnered impressive accolades to
be proud of.
The SCS men's cross-country team,
went the dista!lce in the classroom,

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor

Senior hitter Swen Minnema was named to the All-America second team this
season. The Husky volleyball squad went farther In the playoffs than ever
before, winning the region and qualifying for the Elite Eight tournament.
finishing second nationally among
his career.
Division Il schools with a cumulative GPA
The SCS soccer squad also made
of 3.23.
enormous leaps from where it .was last
Husky cross-country coach Dan
season. After posting 'a 6-7-1 record in its
Hostager also ran at the Olympic
first year, the Huskies improved to 13-5-2
marathon trials.
under new coach Shellie Lamie.
Junior grappler Andy Reigstad ))laced
From the experienced success of the
second at the national Divison II wrestling
volleyball squad to the young hockey team
tournament.
proving themselves to the rest of the
Sophomore high jumper Joe Seifert
WCHA, this year was filled with many
cleared 6-11 to place second in the high
highlights as well as hope for next year.
jump at indoor nationals.
·
All the Husky teams had something to
Senior Taj Melson set the SCS record
be proud of this season, and I only hope
for 151 consecutive games played, lacing
next year provides me with as much fun as
up his skates for every game possible in
this year did.

Long winter affects Mississippi River, crew club's season
by Rob LaPlante
Staff writer

The SCS men's and women's rowing club has been
struck by niother nature.
Due to the extended winter season, the club has been
hurt by high water levels and heavy currents on the:
Mississippi River cutting the club's practice time.
Ron Seibring, director of Campus Recreation said one of
the best areas for rowing on the Mississippi is a spot too
dangerous for the club to practice in. "One of the few good
areas to row in right now is by the Eastman building,"
Seibring said, "but it is to dangerous to row there because
it is too close to the dam."
Last year, the team had two boats destroyed after a deer
ran iil.to the boats in the water. This year's squad was forced
to experiment with a new Diringo boat lent to them by
Northwestern University.

While the team wiis in Natchitoches, La., over spring
The club's first race of the season took place in Topeka,
break, the club practiced with a rowing club from Kan., where the team competed with several other colleges
Northwe5tern.
and universities throughout the United States.
Another problem the team is enduring is there is no place
"We went to Topeka and played against some highly
for the team to dock the boat. Currently the team is dry- ' competitive clubs," Radel said. "We went to Topeka with
docking the boat into the water, which means crew the frame of mind that we wanted to get more practice in
members walk the boat into the water.
with the new boat and just to be able to get out and row."
''This has been the worst year for certain situations
Recently the club participated in the Fagsprints meet
effecting the club," coach John Radel said. ''Things like the hosted by St. John's University. The team as a whole
water and the boats have put a burden on the club, but played well Radel said. "We did awesome at St. John's," he
overall, the club has maintained a good membership."
said. "We had two different women's groups make it to the
This season, the team has set up a number of fund-raisers finals, and we had one men's team take fourth in the
with hopes of setting up a boathouse near Wilson Park.
finals."
Chief rigger, Steve Martin, said despite the fact the last
Despite the f;tet the club has not had a chance to get out
fund-raiser was unsuccessful, the overall fund-raising will and row, Radel said the team has responded well. ''We are
hopefully raise enough money for the boathouse. "We need doing great considering we haven't been rowing," he said.
to raise $60,000 for the boathouse," Martin said. "Right "We are typically the last people in the state to get out and
now, we have about $40,000, so we're extremely close."
row."
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FOR INFORMATION
CALL

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER.COUPONS

IF IT'S NOT CHRONICLE, IT'S Cioo>!
=--.-....
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f

A.ye:, lads and lasses, wc:'rc: now accepting
applications fc:r nc:x:t year's pasitions. lf ye: want tc:'
gain some: valuable: c:x:pc:ric:ncc:, stoop by our office:
and have: a go. Yc:11 no' rc:grc:t it, 1 assure: ye:.

Positions available:

Co-online editor·
Cartoonist
Business editor
Delivery
~ Staff writers
Photographers
Columnist
Positions have immediate openings.
listen to the Scotsman. Stop by the Chronicle office
in Stewart Hall Room 13, or call 255-4086
for more information.
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EXCEL Property Mgmt. Inc.

FINEST IN AFFORDABLE
STUDENT HOUSING
Un ive rsity Place

1009 & 1021 Six<h A""- S.·
Stateside Apts..
1010 & 1020 Sixth Av~, S.:
University West
7~4 seventh Ave: S.

WestCampus
1310 Sixlh Ave. S.
1415 Fil\h Ave. $,
CampusApts.
41 l Fillh Av¢. S,

Now leasing four-bedroom and s~dio
apartments for summer and fall, so call NOW at

251-6005.

WAKE UP! Riverside has
single rooms starting at $I99

When you consider our interns,
he term S!acker" isn't exactly accurate. Last year,
our leading college agen~ averaged in excess of
$16,000.'lf you'd label yourself more of a self-starter,
this is rhe internship for you.
4

Michelle A. Whale
College Recruiter
Storms Agency
612/343-2565

A REFRESHER COURSE
IN HOME ECONOMICS.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
th

1812 16 St. S.E. 252-2633
tl ..., ,,,."'t"l. Q kl,; :uc, it could

down a !Cw

,cscaclju.sting. Andfolli!y.s..-cif

dc-grees. ff you

tl~"l,'°s a draft coming from your

gt"l ook!, grab a

windows and ,Joor,;. if Ll1<tr is.,

'"cater or a bbnkcr. lf }ou'rr

age,; of$J.OO = at.lier

Ead, of ti,= things will hclp
save natural ,= = fun!,
}" =tommc. And if rue cm do

tlw. we all deserve high mark.s.
FOR MO/{f,/NFORMA}ION ANT>
TIPS Oll1. 1-800-MY-51 /AM.

IT'S A CONNECTED WORLD.

oo YouR SHARE.

Premiere Student Housing
•Heated Swimming Pool
•FREE Parking/Outlets
•Sand Volleyball Court
·•Heat and Water Paid
•Phone/Cable eachbedroom
•Ceiling Fans in every bedroom
• Keyed bedroom locks
•Microwaves/Dishwashers

il>Airconditioning
•Large storage roiim
•Frost-free refrigerators
•Laundry facilities
•Vending machines
•Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
•Individual Leases
•Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

CALL 252-2633
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SUMMER - FALL RENTALS

Jit

Q2,,~~~,~~o~s

Classic. 500 & River Ridge Apts.
Fall Rates: $ I 98 to $229
Summer Rates: $95 to $150

* Off Streel Parking
* Controlled Access

* Dishwasher
* Microwave
* 1\Jckunder Parking
* Ind. Locked Bdrms

* Laundry

* Air Conditioning
* Mini Blinds
* Heat/Water paid
* Free B3sic Cable

* On Site Caretaker

CALL TODAY!!
253-1100

JEFF's

TOTAL BODY
PIERCING

f?.~O~",,
~~

He,e's fast-actl"") ,eli-ef
fyovv,_ tl,e p,essL<Yt of sci,ool' c;,aciL<atl"")
s.eLl\,I.Ot"s t:Ji.-t.ci graci stuciei.-t.ts cai.-t. get ,t:400 00
D"'- ti,e P"'cl,ase o, tease
a"'tl

casi, bac~•

of

cool l/1.lW Forci Ot" Mercur1:1,
111,s iYCClL<cies tl,e 1,,gi,-peyfOY"'-"YCC' ML<Sta"")'
call i-goo-32i-i53G or visit ou.r web site
at i,ttp://www.fo,ci.co"'- fo, tke fL<ll stOYl:J-

.,,,. BECAUSE YOUR BRAIN DOESN'T HAVE WHEELS.

~'ll

...~

~-

.)

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - JEFF
60 MAIN ST. E., RICE, MN 56367

14 mi nonh of SI:. Cloud on
West US 10 !um left al flashing
light four blocks oo left

For Appointment or
Consultation
Call {320) 393-2654
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SUMMER JOB HEADQUARTERS

Still Deciding?

Western ·
!!.!!!.!~!!.!·

Work your entire sul)lmer vacation, a few weeks or a few months.
Find out how to qualify for college tuition assistance for the 1996/1997 school year!

*
*

EXCELLENT WAGES
GAIN INVALUABLE EXPERIENCE

*
*

FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULES
HIGH PROFILE COMPANIES

15 Offices to choose from
Call the office nearest you today
to pre-register for summer employment.
Balsam Lake, WI
715-485-3076

Elk River, MN
612-441-4088

Princeton.MN
612-389-4797

For Career Information
Call .

Bloomington, MN
612-835-5911
800-328-4827-ext.3091

Forest Lake, MN
612-464-8676

Rice Lake, WI
715-236-7112

612-654-5089

Brooklyn Center, MN
612-560-8373

Hudson, WI
715-381-5500
800-610-0055

Duluth,MN
218-722-8717

Menomonie, WI
715-232-9444

E.auClaire, WI
715-831-1902

~t~~f~j3MN

Shoreview, MN
61 2-481-9383
St.Paul.MN
612-730-2987
Technical Services
Bloomington, MN
612-835-4743

Call Today!
Currently over 600 Job openings Available
SCC10UDTECHNICAL

COLLEGE
ADA A«<St.ibk Pac:ilirp Affim.i~, Aa.iors/6q..t ~ I U I J ' liducaor ud Employer

.._.,.,_. 5300ca/to0

"'~•.::;;r...~•

Look, If you think a
talking stuffed moose Is pretty
amazing, Rsten to thfs. I was hanging out with
some of the boys the oth81' evening. One of them Just
bought a new MacIntosh: Evldently, Apple Is offering
Incredibly low campus prices on Macintosh computers
right now. So he pops In this CD-ROM. Man, you wouldn't
believe what this thing could do. No wonder the Mac·
Is one ol the most advanced multimedia computers.
We're talking sight, sound, full-motion
video-the works. Gee, wish I
coald move like that •

books.stiU.~
__ ·tilmitale..rkxi.""'
tlw.gr,"15jWmultimedialikejW'it
-~bem,ezy
kl!he Net a n d ~
oompatibili1y.Arl!lbibilitykl00

ZCt!11

allthat.where-ier}')Uare.

Fo,m()reinformation~iwusontbelnlmldalhlip:Jlb«J.info.atpie.rom/

.•
'

'- .

St. Cloud State University Computer Store
Engineering and Computing Center Rm. 101
8am-4pm · 320/255-4944
http://www-acs-store.stcloud.msus.edu/
(ffe,1...,IIOOtttOf/n~l5,JJ96,Sttyo,,r'4111/)11Sslonjo,delaWIWOtlllbtlfW!kConf,t,lrrlotm. Cl9'}6Aff!kC(/m/n,kr.htc.AiJrigbamm'fllf.)(Jpie.lbtlfW!k/q/r).~llkKinkJsb,Ptefr,rmt,, AlfmBookandSl)wWrikr,mrrgislmd/rademartsrfAg4Conf,t,le,;hlc.MacandA>fm
Mac,mtradtm.risrf,w,k~hlc.Po,otrl'l;il11h"lldtma.:trfmltrn/llionlli&stnes3Madlina('mporaltm..us«lulldtrlkemttht,efrom.AIIMacmlu1hrom/)Ulm,mdtsign«JIQ~~/Qindividua4lrilhdifabilily. ~ lamr-(USqnJy),calJ81XHiO<J.7808or11Y800-755-{)6()1.
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]DIVERSIONS

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer

Freshman Sara Janski (left), al::mg with senior Stephanie Schrader and Five" will be performed Wednesday night begining at 8 p.m. "The
freshman Erika Reckling, act in "Ghost Stories," one of the theater Lover" and "The Vise" will play at 8 p.m. tonight. Tickets are free for
department's student-directed one-act plays Friday evening on the . all the one-act performances.
PAC Arena Stage. "Ghost Stories," "Instincts" and "Act Three Scene

Java Joint to celebrate one year of business with 'Javapalooza'
by Sarah Tieck
Opinions editor

J

ava Joint is throwing a bash to
celebrate the coinpletion of its first
year of business under new
ownership.
"It should be a lot of fun. I don't
think we've ever had a four-day bash
before," said Jennifer Nelson, an
employee of Jav_a Joint.
Each day of the weekend-long
birthday bash, called Javapalooza, will
feature activities such as tarot card
readers, face painting, palm reading,
jewelry sales, ear and nose piercing as
well as a full schedule of musical
performances.
"I know that we have a really good
lineup of bands for this," Nelson said.
The weekend of music begins on
Thursday
evening
with
Mary
Henderson and Geoff Shannon.
Javapalooza starts Friday night with the
melodies of the Sandwiches, Taboo
Blue, Medium and Mike Rennee.
"That should be a really good night,"
Nelson said.
The event continues Saturday with
musical performances by the Dan
Preston Trio, Segue, Minions, Quincy
Punks, Tugboat and the Fidgets. Dinkus
Mayhem and Johnny Pantsless will

File photo

The band " Ether" plays at the Java Joint In October 1994. The Java Joint coffee house, which is celebrating its
first year of business under new ownership, features live music and crafts.
Roxanne Mika, the owner of Java and Saturday nights feature a heavier
finish the weekend party with a special
Joint, described the average weekend's rock beat. Most shows are for all ages.
Sunday evening performance.
There is a cover charge for the sh0w lineup and character. Thursday nights at "Our goal is to create an atmosphere
at the door, approximately four dollars Java Joint generally feature blues, jazz, where everyone is welcome," Mika
per night. "It gets to 'be wall-to-wall acoustic and folk performers.
said.
Friday nights feature rock-and-roll,
people," Nelson said.
See Java Joint/Page 17
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'Harvest' magazine continues fine arts tradition
. 20-year-old annual publication highlights students' written and visual talents
by Nicole Wimberger
Business editor

F

or about 20 years, the
SCS µrt and literary
magazine, started by
SCS students, has found its way
into the hands of SCS students
and staff. The magazine has
survived under many different
names throughout t,he years, but
has always featured the creative
work of SCS students.
This year, "The Upper ·
Mississippi Harvest" was
introduced to the SCS public
May 6.
The
"Harvest"
is
a
compilation
of
poetry,
photography and fiction by
SCS
students.
However,
entrants do not have to be
students at the time of
publication, just submission,
said Professor Steven Klepetar,
Upper Mississippi Harvest
adviser.
The pieces had to be
submitted for consideration by
January 15, 1996. No one could
submit more than five poetry or
photography pieces or three
fiction pieces, editor Emily
· Wicktor said.
Although art pieces are
accepted, submitted pieces are
included in the categories of
photography,
poetry
and
fiction, said photography editor

Music

x\
Will Meemken.
William Meissner, professor
of English,
said
many
published entries were items he
had seen in his classes. "It's
pretty exciting to see students'
work get into print," he said.
Approximately 380 pieces
were
submitted
from
approximately 80 people to the
judging staff; 276 poems, 32
fiction and 70 photos, Wicktor
said.
The poetry submissions went

through a first round cut by
Wicktor and the poetry editor,
Heidi Gomez, Wicktor said.
Approximately 175 poems
were submitted to the poetry
judges.
Fifteen students participated
as judges on a volunteer basis.
They became involved by
showing interest after la.st
year's Upper Mississippi
Harvest was published or
through the recommendation of
Meissner
or
Klepetar.

"Anybody can be a judge who
has an interest in this kind of
literary activity," Klepetar said.
Meemken said the judging
process for photography took
about four hours and was
accomplished in one night. The
judges examined each piece
and confidentially wrote their
reaction down. The editors then
compiled the results of the
judging, and the pieces with the
greatest amount of votes were
accepted for publication.

The poetry and fiction
judging worked differently,
Wicktor said. The entries were
organized into 12 packets, each
shared by four judges. The
judges'
comments
were
returned to a separate box as the
packet was passed between the
judges. The judging pr()(;ess for
poetry and fiction took about
two weeks, Wicktor said.
The judges used a provided
evaluation sheet to weigh the
entries. The evaluation sheets
focused on items such as
originality and use of imagery
for poetry, the risk taken by a
piece and its construction for
fiction pieces, and print quality
and subject for photography.
Fifty pieces were chosen by
the judges for publication in the
1996 edition of "The Upper
Mississippi Harvest."
"St. Cloud State has a wealth
of talented writers," Meissner
said.
A reading of several
published pieces will take place
Thursday, May 16 from 3 p.m.
to 6 p.m. in the Valhalla Room
in Atwood Memorial Center.
The money for publication of
Upper Mississippi Harvest
cQmes from the Student
Government
Finance
Committee, Wicktor said.

REVIEW

Tina and the B-Sides prove their mettle with 'Salvation'

A

lthough many believe the sun
set on the glory years of the
Minneapolis music scene with
the breakup of Husker DU, the
Replacements and
the Gear Daddies,
those who live here
know better.

country-tinged song that seems so
unbelievably catchy you can't forget it.
When listening to the song, about
someone who doesn't realize the pain
they cause and someone who stays with
them despite knoWing better, I felt as if
I were out on a dusty, country road in
mid-July.

In the past few
ye.irs , long-time
scene
stalwarts
like Soul Asylum
and the Jayhawks ~
have graduated to
varying degrees of
_
national acclaim,
and in their place a new group of bands
have emerged. The Honeydogs, Run
Westy Run, the Delilah's and Polara.are
just a few.

The country flavor can be found in
songs like "T0nite," in which Joplin
and Melissa Etheridge meet Loretta
Lynn, and "I've Been Waiting," in
which the singer is afraid to fall in love
and regrets not doing it.

Of course, at the top of that list would
be Tina and the B-Side Movement, and
with their first major label release
"Salvation," the band seems primed to
prove to the nation what fans who have
had the pleasure of catching them in
joints like the Red Carpet already know
- this is one talented unit.
In "Salvation," the band explores
such lon~ly and vulnerable themes in
"Salvation," as loving in vain and
restless searching. Lead singer
Christina Schlieske's husky, passionate
vocals bear more than a little similarity
to Janis JoPlin, and the presence of
guest artist Noah Levy of the

Anyone who knows what it's like to
feel insignificant will appreciate the sad
resignation of "Million Miles Away."
Anyone who has subscribed to the
make-it-work-at-all-costs policy of
relationship-building will relate to the
grim relegation offered in "It's
Alright."

Copyright 1996 Elektra Entertainment Group
Minnesota band Tina and the B~Side Movement has released its latest
album, "Salvation."
Honeydogs is all over an album that with the burning anticipation of
veers more towards country than the "Matter of Time," a song that recalls
band's two previous independent label Sly Stone and .Stevie Wonder with its
releases.
funky-as-hell riffs.

The album opens with the defiant
rock of "Play That Fool" and continues

The album's first single, 'and possibly
its best song, is "Run to Stay" a

All in all, the album is a helluva
brave and touching collection of tunes,
and one comes away with the feeling
that the "Salvati0n" from the various
pains and ills being sung about is
achieved through their very expression.
"You make me want to sleep with my
eyes wide open/Just so there's nothing
of you that I won't miss," sings
Schlieske in "I've Been Waiting." After
listening to "Salvation," you may feel
the same way about Tina and the BSide Movement.
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Restaurant Review

Rock City Pizza's entertainment value places it above the rest
For the last restaurant review of the as one of the only places in St. Cloud that
year, the Grub Tl'Uck went to a place more allows both children and adults the
frequented by people half or , - - - - - - , chance to be kids.
less the age of college students . ~
- Rock City Pizza.
The dining areas are geared
For the older, more mature
toward children with rockpatron, this is a seldomshaped wall surfaces, but the
considered place to eat, but its
.
owners also consider the
appeal reaches everyone's
parents of children, who will
often be left sitting in these
inne,child.
dining areas when they are not
playing games with their
Cleanliness: *****
by Chad
children, by placing televisions
Despite being a playland foe ,_·-'G"-roe=t"'sc"'h'--' in comers of the room.
children, Rock City Pizza was
No one shou1d assume a place · like
very clean. One would assume a place
where hundreds of tiny feet dash from Rock City Pizza is just for kids. It is a
game to game would look a little worn or pl'ace for the kid in all of us.

GRUB

soiled. It is quite the contrary at Rock
City Pizza. This can be attributed to its
relatively recent opening less than a year
ago. It won't take too many more years
before the child traffic will take its toll on
the floor.
While part of the cleanliness of the
restaurant can be attributed to its
newness, the rest has to be attributed to
the efforts of the staff to clean surfaces.
When little hands are at work, things tend
to get a little soiled, smudged or smeared.
All visible surfaces were clean as far as I
could tell.

The main focus of the resUmrant part of
Rock City Pizza is obviously pizza.
There are other places in St. Cloud that
have better pizza, but this does not mean
the pizza at Rock City Pizza is below
average. If anything, it is quite average,
not overly greasy, but not overly
generous with the toppings either. For the
pizza-devouring college student who
appreciates the fact pepperoni pizza can
fit into all four food groups, Rock City
Pizza serves up a good pizza pie.

Atmosphere: *****

Price: *****

There is a certain mystique about
arcade/restaurants. Many children, who
are now adults and grew up in larger
cities, may have had a birthday party or
two at establishments like this. Now as
they get old enough to have kids of their
own, a place like Rock City Pizza can
grant them the opportunity to be a kid
again. I think Rock City Pizza is unique

The price is good if you just have a
sandWich, but a medium cheese pizza
with an extra topping will be just over
$10. ,More food for the dollar would be
good. If they served up bread sticks with
the meal, it may have been more
satisfying. One thing that Rock City
Pizza does that both encourages game
play and lowers the price of going there is

from Page 15 - - - -

Java
Joint was in
business for five years prior
to its closure by the original
owne rs.
M i k a
purchased
and
reopened Java
Joint in May
after
its
closure last
spring. She
had
been
working as
V
j
C
e
president of
coffee
company in the Twin Cities
before
she
assumed
ownership of the Java Joint.
"It's been really fun," she
said.
"It's
been
a
challenge."
Java Joint serves more
than coffee. They have
expanded the selection of
coffees. The coffeehouse

provides other beverages
including pop, beer and
wine. The Java Joint also
m a k e s
sandwiches
and
soup,
pastries and
fresh-baked
bread.
The Java
Joint is a
business that
works
to
provide its
CUStomCrs
with
a
q u a Ii t y
product and a welcoming
atmosphere, Mika said. "I
guess what we're selling is
friendship
and
camaraderie," she said.
Javapalooza is 4 p.m. to
midnight Friday, noon to
midnight Saturday and noon .
to midnight Sunday at the
Java Joint.

Read, React, Write

Service: *****

level of courtesy still must be there, even
if the servers do not establish a direct
relationship with the served as is the case
at restaurants with table service. Since
interaction with the staff is limited, it
should not affect the full dining
experience all that much.

Variety: *****

Service is limited at Rock City Pizza,
or rather, communication with the servers
Uh, well, there is pizza and sub
is limited. One goes to the counter to sandwiches, but that is about it. In this
order food, and, usually when he or she is respect, the restaurant is limited, btit for
playing video games, the pizza is the most part, they cover the basics for
delivered to the table. If I hadn't checked being a pizza place. In a city like St.
the table constantly, I would never have . Cloud, they cannot go wrong with pizza
known the pizza was there. Often, as long as it is paJatable.
restaurants of this type also have the
patron pick up the pizza, so it is fresh and
warm when they finally get a chance to
eat it. Compared to the average sit-down
restaurant in St. Cloud, the service policy
With only three stars for v.iriety,
at Rock City Pizza is very different, but service and general food quality, most
by no means deficient. It was fast.
restaurants would only get three stars.
Considering its entertainment vaJue and
The deficiency stems from the attitudes unique-ta.St. Cloud status, it deserves
of the people behind the counter who do four stars. Its fairly reasonable pricing is
not seem very happy to see you. A high also a draw.

Overall:*****

Food:*****

Java Joint:

they give patrons tokens for the purchase
of a pizza. A medium pizza with one extra
topping and two sodas will cost about
$Ii. That is not bad for a night out, but
lucky are those who can escape the desire
to spend more on the video games.

Rock City Pizza
3333 Division St. W.
259 - 0128
Hours: 11 a.m. • 9 p.m., Sun - Thurs
II a.m.- II p.m., Fri and Sat
Sample prices: Medium pizu with cheese: $9.10
Extra toppings: S0.95
Italian sausage sub sandwich: $4.79

Try lh~t: Video games

dic:K<.\tin\(.
~ qic\\ qnve.
':/e

Ste qi~

PARTING IS SUCH
SWEET SORROW...
Ah, what to say? It has been such
a long and eventful year, I'm
almost sorry to see it end.
My work here, trumpeting
the cause of the Diversions
section, has finally reached
its finish, and I must move
on to other things.
Soon another will take the
reigns of this fine section,
and I can only hope that it will
grow and improve with age.
Please tum out the light when
you leave. Cheers.
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University Chronicle would like
to thank those staff members
not returning next year:
Lisa Atkinson
Pat Christman
Chris Fowler
Leslie Hexum
Michael R. Koehler
Sheri Le Va_!,seur
Paul Middlestaedt
Denise Olson
Angela Rakow
Karla Ritter
Beth Shelstad
Paul Wait
Joyell Wozniak

Staff writer
Assistant photo editor
Advertising representative
Business manager
Editor
Advertising representative
Photo editor
Advertising representative
Delivery
Classifieds manager
Advertising manager
Assistant managing editor
Delivery

Your hard work is appreciated.
You will be missed!
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Alcohol quickly affects your
judgement, balance, and coordination. Don't drink and

WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK.,. ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAN nAVE AN
ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

"the Catholic
Church. on
campus"

We know how to handle insurance companies ...

Newman Center
396 First Avenue South
Ascension Thursday, May 16
12 noon and 7 pm
Satunlay: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 9a.m., 11:lSa.m. Sp.m.
Mass & Evcnls 251-3261
Office 251-3260

If y0u've been injured,
call Bill Smoley or Nora Klaphake
Attorneys at Law • ·(612) 251-6700

GETTING HER DRUNK ISNTTHE SAME
AS GETTING HER PERMISSlON.

No"W sho,...,q•••
'll'lh~ l!Jtm.Wlll\WJ

~~

4p.m.,May 16
7 p.m., May 16, 17, 18
9:30 p.m., May 19
3 p.m., May 19

Films shown at AMC little Theatre
Admittance with SCS id

Polltlon Openl
Spotlight
coordinator's
position
is still open.
Apply at
AMC118

Term Spring "96
to
Winter '97

VHSUAIL Allt"ll.'S

EXlH£1£lm1£TS

"Bird Doll and Other Myths"
MA Exhibit by Mike Strand
Showing through July 8
AMC Gallery (hours: 9 a.m. - 4p.m.)
Works by Rebekah Glaseman
James Lundberg
.
Showing through June 6 '
AMC Ballroom Display Cases
1bis exhibit replaces WPA Paintings
due to cancellation

Jazz Pianist
Stan O'Daffer
Tues., May 14
AMCQuarry

Justa fraction of what fle ~ on
sports can help keep society m shape.
lt'ssoeasytohelpyour

,-

community, when you think

about it.

·

fivehoursofvolunteertime
per week the standard of
giving in America.

GiveFJve.

hel~lli~~h~il~~;e
Ql~~:~:e"::~~e
oftheirincomesand
w1w1:,,o"~"'""'· andgivefive.
INDIVIDUAL GIVING/VOLUNTEERING CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AO NO.IGV-89-1-t93-2 C~L
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Grube:

First-year challenges from Page 2 - -

The Switch to Semesters
One effect of the merger is SCS will be
forced to switch from quarters to semesters.
MnSCU has required all campuses
systemwide to switch to semesters by fa11 of
1998. On this campus, planning to ensure a
smooth transition is still on-going. Grube said
he is sure the process will cause some
headaches, but in the end will probably work
out for lhe best.
'.'The semester system is one that makes
more sense in terms of teaching," Grube said.
"Once students get used to it, their fears will
evaporate. Administratively, you wind up
doing things only twice during a year instead
of three times, so there's a savings there th~t
allows a university to concentrate on
education rather than administrative needs."

Other Challenges
Grube has aJso had to focus his efforts on
maintaining a positive relationship between
the university and those who li ve in the
surrounding neighborhoods. This year,
vandalism and a battle over parking pennits
for south side streets students utilize for
parking, have left many people on both sides

angry.
Grube said this is a common scenario in
university towns.
"It's not uncommon in what they call a
town-gown relationship to have a certain
amount of tension," Grube said. "Most people
enjoy the prestige and economic impac1 a
university brings to a community, but they
may not_appreciate someone coming out" of a
local bar at I a.m. and tearing up their flower
bed. We need to work properly with students

and neighbors to eliminate some of these
problems."
However, any problems are caused . by a
small ~andful of students, Grube said.
''The vast majority of our students are hardworking, good people and as good a grbup of
students academically as you're likely to
find," Grube said.
Grube said SCS has tried to reach out 10
local residents by including a south side
neighborhood representative on the university
master plans committee. This representative is
studying ways to redesign and beautify the
campus, as well as provide more parking.
Other challenges include: fundraising,
developing a marketing plan for the university
and working with the strategic planning
committee to devise a plan that will provide a
road map of where this institution will be
headed for the next five years. The committee
is expected to release a plan next fall.
Grube said one of the biggest challenges
has been defining his role at the university.
"I had really underestimated the
discontinuity of presidential leadership at this
institution," Grube said. "The last few )'ears of
(B_renden) McDonald's tenure were marked by
a great degree of adversarial relationships and
Robert Bess, who did an outstanding job, was
still an interim president. It's been about five
or six. years since this university has had a
president with a degree of pennanence."
Overall , Gilchrist said Grube has been
successful, not only in defining his role at the
university, but in cultivating positive
relationships.
"I've seen lesser men fail when faced with
lesser chaJlenges," Gilchrist said.

CASH
FOR YOUR

BOOKS
Bring them to the

SCSU Bookstore
Across from the Math & Science Center
Extended Hours May 15th - May 23rd
Wed. & Thurs.
Fri.
Mon. - Thurs.

May 15th & 16th 7:45am - 6:00pm
May 17th
7:45am - 5:00pm
May 20th - 23rd 7:45am - 6:00pm

Booth encourages voting
byDanaNlebert

Staff-

education. welfare, affinnative action
and nalional bealtb care. Gaskins
stressed the importance of voicing an

infonned opinion Oil the issues.
Natiooal elections are coming up
in November. In 1988, it WM reported
to the U.S. Bureau for the Census tblll
only 33 percent o( the nation's
registered JS- to 20-year-old
population voted in the presidential

election.
Four SCS organizations set up a
booth in Atwood Memorial Center
!Mt week to encourage SCS students
to help change that figure. The
Council of African-American
Students, Non-Violenl Alternatives.
Student Coalition Against Racism
and the Women's Equality Group all
sponsored 1he booth, which was set
up Monday through Thursday.
Keesha Gaskins, SCS senior,
worked at the booth. She said many
people thought it was too early lo be
registering to vole since the elections
are not until November, but, as
Gaskins pointed out, the presidential
candidates are campaigning right ,
now.
"Students need to listen to what's
out there," Gaskins said.
The booth was set up primarily to
increase awareness among students,
Gaskins said.
She said there are a lot of issues
that concern students beirig debated
right now, and it is important for
students to be aware of what is going
on. Some of the issues include

"We have DOI idenlified ourselves
as a constituency that votes." she
said.
The resPoose was not quite as
positive as the organizations had
hoped, Gaskins said, Only 14 or JS
people turned their registration cards
back in, she said. but many more than
that ,took cards and said they were
going to fill them out later.
According to the Congressional

Quarterly Press. one reason why
people do not register to vote is
because they think it is too bard.
However, in Minnesota, people can
register to vote on the same day that
they vote. All that is needed is a piece
of identification and proof of address.
SCS students who live on campus
are already automaticaJly registered,
said Gaskins, and they only have to
show s~me id~ntification to be
allowed to vote.
Also, anybody who has access to
the World Wide Web can register to
vote on-line at any number of sites.
The WWW also provides information
concerning the issues that are being
discussed as well as background
infonnation on the candidates.
Being aware and participating is
very important for students, Gaskins
said. "If students don't vote (the
government] won't listen to us," she
said.
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. Deadlines: Friday at noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edition.
• Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Rooni 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are ju5:t inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
• Call Universit'y Chronicle at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for n:iore information.

Northern Management,
654-8300.
HOUSING . Apt. Finders.
Summer apts. available ·
now . One-bdrm. at $250.
Two-bdrms. at $270. Call
now at 259-4040.

'96 SEPT.1 APT.
openings at Charlamainel
Quiet! Practically priced!
Perks! Spa, decks, garage
parking and morel By
yourself or Y,Ourself and
and a friend , we have
great choices for you! Call
to view, 240-0234. Only
a few openings available!
'96 BEST SUMMER
APT . choice! Across
from SCSUt Attractive,
clean, quiet , cared for
bldg . with classic design.
Practically priced and
more perks like sundecks,
whirlpool spa, reserved
parking, dishwashers,
-~ micros. Tour us 8/4 U
make your choice! Call
240-0234. One, two,
three and four-bdrm. apts.
to take a look at and get
more info. Apt. rentals.
'96-'97 SCHOOL
YEAR. Three and sevenbdrm. houses. One to fourbdrm. apts. Dan, 2559163 .
710 APTS. Two and
three-bdrm. apts. available
summer or fall. Dan, 255·9163.

.. 1-4-BDRM . APTS.
and eff. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 2594841.
1-4-BDRM. APTS.
available summer and next
school year. 654-6535.
$250/MO. for your own
apt. One-bdrm. available
June 1. Summer
discounted rates. Upper
units available for $270.
Parking, busline, on-site
laundry. Call today.
They' re going fast. 6548300.
$250-$325/MO. 2bdrm. apt. Included
parking, basic utilities.
Convenient SE side
location. These rates
avail. for June-Aug. Low
fall rates, tool Call today.

$285/MO. Two-bdrm.
apts., summer.., University
and Southview apts.
Large, reasonable for fa11.
Riverside Property, 251~
8284.
400 S.F. studio apt.
Available summer only.
Micro, A/C, intercom
entry. Excel Prop. Mgmt.
251-6005.
1-BDRM . APTS.
$250/mo. 1-bdrm. apts.
$270/mo. These low
summer rents are the best
in town! Rent includes
basic utilities, parking,
bustine service and on-site
laundry. We have low fall
rates, too! Call 654-8300 .
Hurry! They're going fast!
l'S AND 2'S NEEDED to
fill houses and four-bdrm'.
apts. Heat paid,
dishwashers, A/C.
Summer and fall. Excel
Prop. Mgmt . 251~6005.
1-STOP SHOPPING . We
have what you need for
your summer and fall '96
apt. One, two, three and ·
four-bdrm. apts. Individual
or joint leases. Various
rents, locations and
amenities. Northern
Management, 654-8300.
4-BORM. APT$. Two
baths, large rooms. Avail.
for summer and fall.
$330/mo., summer rates.
$245-$220/person for
fall. Close to campus. Call
654-8300.
4-BORM. APT. Spread
out! Enjoy the entire apt!
Spacious and close to
campus. Summer rates,
$320/mo. Low fall r~tes,
too! Call 654-8300.
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST
deal in town! Summer
vacancies available for
June - Aug. One-bdrm.
$250/mo. Two-bdrm.
$270-$325. Three-bdrm.
$360-$375. Four-bdrm.
$330. Northern
Management, 654-8300.
APT$! Efficiencies, two,
three and four-bdrm.
Summer, $99 and up. Fall,
$189 and up. Many styles

and locations. Select
Properties, 253-1154.
One call rents it all!
AVAILABLE FOR
SUMMER. 10-unit house
located between Corborn's
and SCSU. Call today.
Filling up fast. 240-3554.
AVAILABLE SUMMER
and fall. Apts. and houses.
Riverside, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
BEACHWOOD APT$ .
One-bdrm. apts. Near
Coborn's/downtown. • Dan,
255-9163 .
BENTONWOOO. Twobdrm. apts. available May
24. SE St. Cloud. On
busline. Dan, 255-9163.
BEST SUMMER VALUE
in one, two, three and
four-bdrm. apts.
Charlamaine now available
for summer. Apts. and
real estate. 240-0234.
BEST SUMMER
RENTALS on Fifth. Two,
three or four-bdrm. apts.
Two baths, quiet, wellmanaged building. Low
deposit. No application fee.
Entire summer rent due
when moving in. 2590977.
BRIDGEPORT. Three and
four-bdrm. units across
from Halenbeck Hall. 1
1 /2 baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, parking,
security. Heat paid .
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
CAMPUS APTS. Fourbdrm. apts. between
campus and downtown.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
spacious. Available
summer and fall, 251 ·
6005.
CAMPUS EAST . Large
four-bdrm. units with two
full baths. Extra storage
closets, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Managerrient, 253-0910.
CAMPUS KNOLLS on the
park . .Three and fourbdrm . spacious apts.
Summer/ fall. Close to
SGS, 251-1814.

CAMPUS
MANAGEMENT. One,
two, three and four-bdrm.
Summer/fall '96. Finest
facilities, reaso·nable
rates. Reserve now! 2511814.
CAMPUS MANAGEMENT
on Fifth! Laundry, tanning
beds, ample parking, welt- •
managed. Call now! 2511814.
CAMPUS PLACE APT$.
Efficiencies, two, three
and four-bdrm. apts. Six
different locations. Free
extra storage closets,
dishwashers, microwaves,
A/C, garages, security.
Heat paid. The plushest pad
in student housing, 2539002.
COLLEGEVIEW. Fourbdrm. near SCS. Spacious,
heat paid, dishwasher,
microwave, airconditioning. $199 fall,
$99 summer. Riverside
Property. Call 251-8284
or 251-9418.
EFFICIENCY ANO one,
two, three and four-bdrm.
apts. Close to downtown.
Also houses, many extras.
Riverside Property. Call
251-8284 or 251-9418.
FALL HOUSING
AVAILABLE. Two-bdrm.
apts. starting at $415/mo.
Great location, parking,
basic utilities, 1st and 2nd
floor avail. Northern
Management, 654-8300.
FEMALES: H9ME with
private rooms. Avail. now!
Close to campus. All
utilities paid_. $195 and up.
Call SM&M, 253-1100.
FEMALE TO SHARE two
and three-bdrm. apts.
Summer and fall, private
rooms, utilities paid,
laundry, parking, quiet and
clean. 253-0451.
FOR RENT: Large house
for summer. $100 each
person . Call SM&M, 2531100.
FOR RENT: Basement of
house. One to two people.
$300/mo. •Close to
campus. Call SM&M, 2531100.

FOR RENT: Large
efficient apt. No smoking,
drinking or parties. Quiet,
serious student only. $300
+ electric fall quarter. SE.
253-3679.
FOUR-BDRM. APT$. 1 2
mo. starting at $170 each.
Heat paid, parking,
laundry. Excel Prop.
fylgmt. 251-6005.
FOUR-BDRM . APTS .
Summer $99, fall $189
and up. All styles and
locations. Select
Properties, 253-1154. ·
FOUR-BDRM. APT.
available close to campus.
Summer and fall. Summer
rates, $98-$150. Fall
rates, $198-$229. Call
SM&M, 253-1100.
HOT DEALS, cool pool.
One and two-bdrms. Great
summer discounts, free
cable, balcony, outdoor
pool. Call Apt. Finders ,
259-4040.
HOUSES. Summer only.
Dan, 255-9163.
HOUSES AND APT$.
Summer and fall. Great
locations. Quality living.
Dan, 255-9163.
LARGE SINGLE room ·
with private bathroom and
A/C for the older student.
Utilities included. 706Sixth Ave. S. 252-9226.
LARGE, CLEAN four:.
bdrm. house near
downtown. Available July
1. $900/mo. plus utilities.
Off-street parking. Call
SM&M, _253-1100.
LOOKING FOR THREE
MALE n/s, n/d
roommates to share fourbdrm. apt. for summer and
fall on Ninth Ave. $99/mo.
summer. $199/mo. during
school year. Call Pat at
240-1168.
LOO~ING FOR ONE or
two female roommates to
share an apt. with male and
female for summer mths.
N/S. Call Tim or Melissa ,
255-9729.
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LOOKING FOR A GROUP
to rent large rooming
house in prime location on
Fifth Ave. Available Sept.
Newly rempdeled! 2599434.
MALE TO SHARE f9urbdrm. house for summer
and/or fall. Tim, 2553884.
METROVIEW APTS.
Three-bdrms. close to
SGS, decks, microwaves,
heat paid, air conditioning.
Riverside , 251-9418 or
251-8284.
NEEDED: 1-2
roommates. Male or
female. Non-smoking,
active, no pets. Sept. May. Lease, rent
$225/mo. Call Greg at
202-1445 or Bill at 2020307.
NEWLY REMODELED
nine-bdrm. house. Very
nice!! Huge rooms! Nine
mo., $220 each. 12 mo.,
$190 each. One block to
campus. Sixth Ave. Phone
251-4160.
NORTH CAMPUS. One,
three a nd four-bdrm. units
with decks close to
campus. 1 1/ 4 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
garages, security. Heat
paid . Results Property
Management, 253-091 0.
OLYMPIC II. Three and
four-bdrm. units close to
hockey center. Two full
baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security . Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
ONE, TWO, THREE and
four - bdrms. No matter
what you're looking for,
Apt. Finders has it. All at
no charge. 259-4040.
ONE, TWO, THREE and
fou r-bdrm . Summer
on ly ... Charlamaine! .
Sophis ti cated style for
s umm e r. 240-0234.
ONE , TWO , THREE and
four-bdrm . apts. Close to
SCS, heat paid. Ri verside
Property , 251-8284 or
251-9418 .
ONE AND TWO-BDRM.
apts. Near Coborn's and
hockey cen ter . S/F. 25 59163.
PRIVATE !iOOMS in
four-bdrm. apts. close to
campus fo'r summer and
fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher, microwave,
A/C, mini-blinds, laundry.
Yearly ra tes available.
Campus Quarters, 575Seventh St. S. 252-9226.
PRIVATE FURNISHED
rooms, cable TV, offstreet parking, close to

campus, quiet
surroundings . . Summer and
fall lease available. Call
Bob , 251-8211.
QUIET TWO-BDRM.
East side, on busline,
utilities paid. Call
Rob/Aimee, 240-9483.
QUIET STUDIO APT.
$250/ mo. Close to
campus. 656-8883.
ROOMS FOR RENT. New
carpet , paint. All extras
included. Phone, cable,
dw, laundry and more.
$200/mo. ·call Matt at
253-5787.
ROOMS .FOR RENT. New
carpet, paint. All extras
included. Phone , cable,
dw, laundry and more.
$200/mo. Call Matt at
253-5787.
ROOMMATES WANTED:
Two worn.en_, n/s, n/d to
share apt. on Ninth Ave. S.
for summer and fall. Call
Lisa at 255-3506 or Kim
at 255-3351.
ROOMATES WANTED for
summer rental. Four
needed for large house on
Ninth Ave. · 252-3527.
SEVEN - BDRM. HOUSE
on Sixth Ave. for 8-10
women. Heat paid ,
dishwasher, micro, A/C.
Summer and fall. Very
nice!! E.P.~- 251-6005.
SINGLE BDRMS.
available in four-bdrm. apt.
Summer and fall leases,
Close to campus . 2531320.
SMALL ONE•BDRM .
house for fall. $450.
Utilitie ~ paid.· 253-6606.
STATEVIEW. Large
four-bdrm. units near
campus . • 1 1/2 baths ,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security, heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
STATESIDE APTS.
Four-bdrm . apts., 1 1/2
baths, heat paid ,
dishwashers, microwave,
A/C. Renting summe r and
fall. E.P.M. 251-6005.
STILL LOOKING for an
apt. for this summer and
next year? Newly
refurnished two, three and
four-bdrm. apts. avai lable.
Prices range from $ 350 to
$605/mo. 12 mo. leas es
only. Call 259-1175.
SUB.LET Sl>ECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units
close to SGS.
Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid·. Results
Property Manag'ement,
253-0910.

SUMMER . Single rooms
in houses and apts. Great
locatio11s. Dan, 255-9163.
SUMMER. Sha'.re house.
$95/mo. Parking,
laundry, micro, close.
Hillary, 656-0719 .
SUMMER HOUSING. 27
locations. One to fourbdrm. apts. Five to ninebdrm. houses. 255-9163.
SUMMER AND FALL
'96-'97 school year. Two,
four and five-bdrm. apts.
$230-$269. Cail 259·
9283 or 252-6697.
TWO-BDRM. for summer.
Allan, 253-3488 or 2971010.
TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCS. Two, three
or four persons. A/C.
Riverside Property, 2518284 or 251-9418.
TWO-BDRM. open for
summer. Call Matt at 2555787.
TWO•BDRM . DUPLEX.
Large bdrms. Available
June 1. Rick, 251-8941.
TWO-BDRM. APT. by
Halenbeck. New carpet.
Summer only. 251-8941.
TWO, THREE AND
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
available for summer.
259-9434 .
TWO, THREE AND
FOUR - BDRM. APTS.
Summer starting at
$260/mo. Dishwasher,
micro, A/C. Excel Prop.
Mgmt. 251-6005.
TWO FEMALES wanted to
fill two private bdrms. in
four-bdrm. house . All
utilities included . Free
parking . Call Lisa or
Emily , 654-6742.
UNIVERSITY NORTH .
Two, three and four-bdrm.
Heat paid , decks,
dishwashers. Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
UNIVERSITY PLACE .
Three and four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
garages, carports, -cam pus
close. E. P .M. 251-6005.
UNIVERSITY WEST on
Seve nth. Four-bdrm.
apts., heat paid, garages,
laundry , dishwashers ,
newer building. E.P .M .
:.251-6005 .
UNIVERSITY WEST II.
Large four-bdrm . units
with spacioUs closets,
parking, garages, security.
Heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253,-0910.

WALK-INS WELCOME!
Take a look at our one,
two, three and four-bdrm.
apts. Available for
summer and fall. 1520
Michigan Ave. SE #2, St.
Cloud. Stop by or call
654-8300.
WEST CAMPUS. Fourbdrm. apts. Heat and cable
paid, dishwashers,
microwaves, A/C, close to
Halenbeck Hall, 251-6005.
WINDSOR WEST. Fourbdrm. units with bi-levels,
.dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

ADOPTION : Happily
married couple, loving,
financially secure, wish to
adopt. Wonderful home full
of love and laughter. All
expenses paid. Please call
Janet at -(800) 444-3443 .
ADOPTION. Pediatriciao
and stay-home mom
(teacher) seeks infant to
share happy, secure home.
Call collect. Phil or Laura,
(612) 421-7027.
ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS! Over $6
billion in public and private
sector grants. and
scholarships is now
available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For
more info . call (800) 2636495 ext. F56813.
ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!!! Grants &
scholarships availa'ble!
Billions of $$$ in private
funding. Qualify
irilmediately. (800) AID2-HELP , (800) 243-2435.
ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!!! Grants and
scholarships available!
Billions of $$$ in private
funding . Qualify
immediately. (800) AID2-HELP, (800) 243-2435).
BLUE JEANS . I will buy
your old jeans f o r $1-$10.
Levi's, GAP, Girbaud , etc .
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. April 24,
Atwood Center.
HAY FEVER
SYMPTOMS? Dimetapp
.Extentabs are just
$3.89/box of 24 tabs at
Health Service Pharmacy .
INSTANT CASH . You
keep driving. No credit
check. CapStone Auto
Pawn , 252-1490.
PREGNANT? Free
pregnancy testing at the
St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center . Call (612) 2531962 24 hrs/day. 400
East St. Germain St., Suite
205, St . .Cloud.

RESUMES/COVER
LETTERS . Professional.
240-2355.
THE GATHERING.
Scholarships, academic and
career resources,
internships, sports, news,
entertainment, travel,
music, debates and
1 ,000's of links.
http://www. take me .com
TOM ' S BARBERSHOP,
former"ly Chuck's
Barbershop. Two barbers,
all cuts. Walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special
on Weds. for ROTC and
Guard Headquarters and all
other students, $5. All
other weekdays, $6.
TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING. Term
papers, reports, thesis,
etc. Efficient service,
reasona'ble, flexible hours.
Call Alice at 251-7001.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous ,
will work with you to
determine a shooting
schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans.
Specializing in candids
before, during and after
the ceremony. You retain
the negatives! Two
photographers to make
sure that every angle gets
covered. Very reasonable
packages. For more
information, call Paul at
654-8501 .

$1 , 750 WEEKLY
possibl e mailing our
circulars . For info. c.all
(301) 306-1207.
S CRUISE SHIPS hiring!
Students needed! $$$+
free travel (Caribbean,
Europe , Hawaii! )
Seasonal/permanent. No
experience necessary .
Gde . (919) 929-4398 ext.
C1158.
S200-SS00 WEEKLY .
Mailing brochures. No
expe ri ence necessary. For
information send a selfaddressed envelope to:
Universal Travel, P.O. Box
610188, Miami, FL 33261.
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - Students
needed! Fishing industry.
Earn up to $3,000 $6 ,000/mo. Room and
board! Tran·sportationl
Male or female. No ·•
experience necessary. Call
(206) 971-3510 ext.
A56812.
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AMBITIOUS, HONEST,
respectful and selfmotivated. Property
maintenance and
management. Many duties.
Employment available April
- Sept. Extension possible.
Dan, 255-9163.
ARE YOU GOING HOME
for the summer and want
to have a job in place when
you come back io school in
the fall? Consider
becoming a part-time
school bus driver. No
experience necessary, we
train. No weekend/evening
work. Hrs. 6:45 a.m. 8:20 a.m. and 2 p.m. 4:20 p.m. Train this
summer. Start work Sept.
3 at $8-$10/hr.
(Minimum four hrs/day.)
• Call Spanier Bus Service,
251-3313. (l/l{e are
training all summer long.)
CRUISE SHIP NOW
HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000+/mo. working on
cruise ships or land-tour
companies. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time
employment available. No
experience necessary. For
more information, call

(206) 971-3550 exL
C56813.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
positions available.
Flexible hours. Must be 21
or older. Will train. Call
255-9667.
EASTERN EUROPE
JOBS -Teach basic
conversational English in
Prague, Budapest or
Krakow. No teaching
certificate or European
languages required.
Inexpensive room & board
+ other benefits. For info.
call (206) 971-3680 ext.
K56811.

ELKS YOUTH CAMP.
Male counselors needed.
9-13 yr. old boys.
Excellent pay plus room
and board. EOE Phone

(218) 963-2222.
HOUSE PAINTERS
wanted in NW Twin Cities
suburbs. No experience
necessary!! $6.50-$9/hr.
Call Andy, 363-3762.
NANNIES! Call the elite
nanny service! Positions
nationwide! Top salaries.
(No summer placements.)
Year commitment only.
Nannies Plus. Sandy,

(800) 726-3965.
NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING - Positions are
now available at national
parks, forests & wildlife
preserves. Excellent
benefits + bonuses! Call
(206) 971-3620 ext.
N56812.
PAINT OUTSIDE in St.
Cloud or Twin Cities this
summer. Work with
friends and get a tan. No
experience necessary. $5-

$8/hr. Call (800) 2651133 for information.
SUMMER_ PLANS?
Unlimited opportunity in
new telecommunications
company. Flexible hours.
259-6228.
SUMMER WORK . $11.05
to start. No exprience
necessary. Full or parttime. Positions filling
quickly. Internships and
scholarships available.
656- 7750.
TENNIS JOBS: At
privately-owned children's
summer camps in NY, PA
and Maine. Need good
teaching skills &
competitive background.

I -~

Must love kids! Be
available June 18 thru Aug .

.

-

]ij;t'{tkMLi
-•••-••-•-

18. (800) 443-6428.
JESUS RULES .
WATERFRONT STAFF
needed. Summer camps.
WSI optional, but
preferred. Life .sa'ving
certificate required.
Excellent pay plus room
and board. EOE Elks Youth

JESUS AND SATAN are
pretend. Professor
Eckroth's still being
superstitious makes his
credentials empty. What
would he do to me if I were
not anonymous? Racism:
The notion that one's own
ethnic stock is superior.
Ethnic: Of or pertaining to
a religious, racial, national
or cultural group. Eckroth
does not recognize his own
religious racism. Again, I
dare you to base your
beliefs on fact, rather than
on indoctrination from
birth. Study "Atheism:
The Case Against God/ by
Smit/) and uAtheism: A
Philosophical
Justification, " by Martin.
Eckroth does not dare to
because it might challenge
his vanity. Since the
definition of God is self~
contradictory, there is
necessarily no God.
Atheism is true. Note,
Russian atheists defeated
the largest invasion in
history. Question.

Camp, .(218) 963-2222.
WATERFRONT JOBS,
At privately-owned
children's summer camps.
NY, PA and Maine. Need
skills in swimming,
waterskiing, sailing,
windsurfing and canoeing.
WSI, lifeguards helpful. Be
avai lable June 18 thru Aug.
18. Call Arlene, (860)
443-6428.

.
'

1988 GRAND PRIX.
Unbelievable buy. Original
owner. Lots new . $4,995.
251-1063 after 4 p.m.
FOR SALE: "9 2
Chrysler Le Baron
convertible. Loaded, like
new rubber. Mint
condition. 54,000 miles,
sacrifice for $10,900.
Transferable warranty.

PROFESSING TO BE
WISE, they became fools.
Romans 1 :22.

Call (320) 352-6119.

~

FREE QUEEN waterbed if
you pick up. Good
condition. Call 202-8426.

INTERESTED IN A
fraternity? Newly
recognized AKAK is an
academic/social fraternity
seeking members. c0ntact
Tom at 251-1389.

PACKARD BELL 486.
Computer, mouse,
speakers, CD-Rom, color
printer, software, modem.
$1,500 or B/O . Includes
desk. 240-1565. Ask for
Dan.

STILL STARING out your
dorm room window? Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity has
planned loads of spring
quarter events. Check us
out today. 253-9755.

ROLLERBLADES for sale.
Women's, size 7.
BravoWades. Hardly used.
$100 or b/o. 240-0470.
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GERMAN INFO. meeting
from 4:30 p.m . to 5:30
p.m. May 16 in the St.
Croix Room, Atwood.
DID YOU KNOW Delta
Sigma Phi national
fratei-nity maintains alumni
connections across the
U.S.? Big-time
networking. Make your
first career move· today.

253-9755.
FRANCE INFO. meeting
from 4:30 p.m .to 5:30
p.m May 15 in the St.
Croix Room.
BLOOD DONORS urgently
needed! Red Cross
Bloodmobile is at 1204 S.
Seventh St. It's there
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
every Friday. Phone 2517641. Walk-ins welcome!
UTVS T _E LEVISION is
looking for dedicated
members. All majors
welcome. Visit us in
Stewart Hall 22 or call
255-4111 for more
information.
AMERICAN MARKETING
Association. "Building
experience for tomorrow."
All majors welcome. Join
us on Wednesdays at noon
and 5 p.m. in Stewart Hall,
Room 308.
NEW ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS meetings at
1 :30 p.m. Tuesdays in
Newman Center, classroom

C.
EXPERIENCE DIFFERENT
CULTURES! Come join
International Students
Association (ISA).
Meetings are at 5 p.m. to 6
p.m. every Thursday in
Lady's Slipper Room,
Atwood.

WASTED

YOOTR.
-.

r.wl l'<PYblic~eoiU,eUSD,l,forestService
~
and)'OUl'S!atefo,ester.

,.

~N LY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

UIOlllT

•

It's Easy To Ignore Stopsigns
When You're Drunk.
A high percentage of date ropes on campus ore okohol related.
. Use Moderation And Know wt-To Stop.
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APARTMENTS
WITH COMPUTERS

Think about it, next year you can live in an
apartment building with a computer, dedicated phone
line, and a lazer printer available 24 hours a day
for your use at no charge to you.

We have Windows, Word for Windows,
Word Perfect, a connection to the library,
MNWAS and much more.
Bridgeview South
....-.i111.., . _

iii,

m.11w111m

Bridgeview West

Call Today!!

~

~g~
ELDER
CARE
LOCATOR

A WayT0FindCmnm.1111ity
Aui3tanct/or~

1-800-677-1116

2s3-noo

Imaging Engineering Technology
Majors and Intended Majors
If you are currently in (or are planning to
major in) Imaging Engineering Technology

You JMiun~i attend one of the
following meetings:
M[~y li§

~g~ alolllID,

M[~y li§

Jg®@ ]P)olllID,

I8lIBl li1;@
I8lIBl li1;@

If you do not attend you may not be able to
graduate with a bachelor of science degree
in Imaging Engineering Technology
Questions1 email: gammell, negah or wbraith @tigger.stcloud.msus.edu or call 255-2107

